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Abstract

Thin films of thermochromic vanadium(IV) oxide, VO2(M), were syn-
thesized using sol-gel/spin coating techniques and aerosol assisted
chemical vapour deposition (AACVD). The effect of precursor solution
aging, thickness and annealing temperature was studied.

A recently reported vanadium dioxide phase, VO2(D), was studied
in this work. Its structure (reported in the literature) is discussed and
another possible structure is presented and analyzed in this work.

VO2(D) nanoparticles of 20-30 nm were synthesized for the first
time using vanadium pentoxide as a precursor via hydrothermal synthe-
sis. The phase transition from VO2(D) to thermochromic VO2(M) was
studied and reported to be the lowest phase transition temperature (165
°C) in order to obtain thermochromic VO2. The pH conditions of the
starting solution were studied and reported to be a critical and important
feature in the reaction.

Different morphologies of VO2(D) microparticles were prepared
using ammonium metavanadate as a precursor by hydrothermal syn-
thesis. VO2(D) microparticles from 1 to 5 micron in size were reported
with star shape, round-ball, elongated particles shape among others at
different pH. The effect of the starting pH solution in the final prod-
uct was studied. Thermochromic VO2(M) microparticles were obtained
after mild calcination.

Finally, thermochromic polymeric films were prepared using
VO2(M) nanoparticles obtained after low temperature calcination of
VO2(D) nanoparticles. The nanoparticles were encapsulated into a
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polyvinylpyrrolidone matrix and deposited via spin coating onto a glass
substrate.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 General introduction and aims
This thesis presents the preparation and analysis of nanoparticles, mi-
croparticles, thin films and polymeric films of different phases of vana-
dium dioxide (VO2) synthesized via hydrothermal synthesis [2] [3] [4]
and sol-gel methods. Vanadium dioxide presents thermochromic be-
havior in its monoclinic form (VO2(M)), and demonstrates a reversible
metal to insulator transition at 68 °C. Due to its thermochromic prop-
erties, vanadium dioxide is a very interesting material to be used for
architectural purposes such as smart coatings.

Considering the difficulty of producing nanoparticles of VO2(M) in
one step, a new easy and reproducible way to do so is presented in this
work. Moreover, a newly reported phase of vanadium dioxide is studied
and characterized.

In this chapter, a detailed description of vanadium dioxide ther-
mochromic properties, structure and phases is presented, as well as a
description of solar control coatings. This will be followed by a de-
scription of the techniques used in this work to synthesize particles and
films of vanadium dioxide.

1.2 Novelty of work
Vanadium dioxide has several applications including architectural glaz-
ing, Li-ion batteries [5] [6], super capacitors [7] [8] [9], switching de-
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vices [10] [11], among others. For each application, the morphology,
particle size and crystallographic phase of vanadium dioxide used is
very important. In this work a newly reported phase of vanadium diox-
ide is synthesized with different morphologies and sizes that can be used
for different applications. Moreover, nanoparticles of the new phase are
prepared and used to obtain thermochromic VO2 via low temperature
calcination. Polymeric films with thermochromic properties were pre-
pared using VO2(D) calcined nanoparticles.

In order to understand the vanadium synthesis process, thin films
are prepared via sol-gel/spin-coating and aerosol-assisted chemical
vapour deposition.

1.3 VO2 for solar control coatings
Vanadium(IV) oxide has been largely studied due to its thermochromic
properties that can be used for dynamic solar control coatings, for exam-
ple, in windows of buildings with the aim of maintaining a comfortable
temperature inside the installations without the excessive use of a cool-
ing or heating system, that additionally contribute to energy demand.

According to the European Commission, 40% of the energy con-
sumption and 36% of the CO2 emissions in the European Union comes
from buildings. Moreover the use of heating and cooling systems in
buildings are estimated to account for around 60% of global energy con-
sumption in buildings and the world sales of air conditioning systems
in 2012 increased 13% compared to 2011 [12].

The international Energy Agency declare that if no actions are taken
to improve energy efficiency in buildings, the energy demand is ex-
pected to rise by 50% in 2050 [12]. There is a real concern about these
numbers and the need to lower them. In order to do so, the European
Commission proposed in November 2016 to revise the the Energy Per-
formance of Buildings Directive in order to encourage the use of smart
technology in buildings [13]. Vanadium(IV) oxide can be used as part
of the smart technologies for buildings.
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Nowadays, static solar control coating technologies are being used
in countries where constant hot/sunny weather or cold weather during
the whole year are the rule. For example, reflective coatings or films
are used in hot weather to repel the solar heat, thus to keep the inside
of the building at a convenient temperature reducing in this way the
excessive cost of cooling systems. On the other hand, in cold weather
the aim is to retain the heat inside the building, this can be done using
an indium doped tin dioxide (ITO) coating. This coating allows the
sunlight to enter the building creating blackbody radiation. Due to the
material properties, the blackbody radiation and the heat generated by
people inside, the warmth will not be able to easily escape the building
through the windows thus reducing the use of heating systems [14].

However, the commercial uses of the coatings does not include
places with dramatically changing temperature throughout the year, for
example central and northern Europe as well as north east USA where
very cold winters and very hot summers occur.

The dynamic thermochromic properties of the vanadium (IV) oxide
will allow the use of these coatings in places with variable temperatures
during the year, as the material can behave as a reflective coating to re-
flect the sun heat or as a transparent one to allow the near infra-red radia-
tion to enter the building. The main problem of using the vanadium(IV)
dioxide commercially is the low luminous transmittance (Tlum) of the
VO2 while trying to have high solar modulation (Tsol) [15]. The ideal
thermochromic films of VO2 should have a transition temperature close
to ambient temperature ≈ 25 °C, an integrated luminous transmittance
(Tlum) ≥ 40% and a solar modulation ability ≥ 10% [16].

Luminous transmittance is defined as the ratio of the luminous flux
transmitted by a body to the flux incident upon it, equation 1.1. Where
ȳ is the standard photopic luminous efficiency of the human eye by the
Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage’s (CIE) and T (λ ) is the trans-
mission of the VO2 film at different temperatures [17].
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Tlum =
TransmittedLight

IncidentLight
=

∫ 780nm
λ=380nm ȳ(λ )T (λ )dλ∫ 780nm

λ=380nm ȳ(λ )dλ
(1.1)

Tsol =

∫ 2500nm
λ=300nm AM1.5(λ )T (λ )dλ∫ 2500nm

λ=300nm AM1.5(λ )dλ
(1.2)

The solar modulation is defined in equation 1.2 as the weighted so-
lar irradiance spectrum, at a tilt angle of light on a south facing surface
at 37°from horizontal solar irradiance spectrum (AM1.5) times the trans-
mission of the VO2 film by AM1.5. The AM1.5 weighting spectrum is
taken from the solar averaged transmittance calculated by Taylor et al.

[17] representing the yearly average for mid-latitudes. The spectrum is
shown in Figure 1.1

Figure 1.1: Spectra used to weight the transmittance functions in equations
1.1 and 1.2. The photopic luminous efficiency of the human eye,
y(λ ), and the AM1.5 solar irradiance spectrum. Used with per-
mission of the authors [17].

Figure 1.2 shows a sketch of how a thermochromic film of vana-
dium(IV) oxide will work when used as a windows coating. The ma-
terial has a critical temperature where it switches from transparent to
reflective.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic demonstration of the performance of thermochromic
films in windows

Below the critical temperature (68 °C for bulk VO2) the material
is transparent and allows solar radiation to pass through the glass thus
heating the interior of the building. On the other hand, when the temper-
ature is above the switching temperature, the material is infrared reflec-
tive avoiding most of the thermal radiation coming from the sunlight
that passes through the glass. The coating at this temperature is still
visually transparent.

The transition temperature for the bulk vanadium(IV) oxide is too
high to be used for solar control coatings in buildings, however, this
temperature can be tuned by adding impurities to the compound like
molybdenum [18], magnesium [19], fluorine [20], tungsten [21] and
niobium [22] to mention the most common ones.

1.4 Vanadium overview and phases
Vanadium is a transition metal discovered by mineralogist Andres
Manuel del Rio in 1801 [23]. It naturally occurs in about 65 different
minerals, including vanadate, the ore of lead and vanadium.

In the late 1950s the thermo-conductive properties of several tran-
sition metal oxides were studied by Morin [14], and the most promising
material investigated in terms of technological applications was vana-
dium(IV) oxide, as this material in its monoclinic phase present a re-
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versible phase transition from monoclinic to tetragonal structure at 68
°C [24] [25] [26]. This phase change and the changes in the material
properties were first studied by Goodenough [27].

The material is used for optical and electrical switching devices
[10], multifunctional spintronics [28], and many military applications
from IR sensors [29] [30], night vision equipment (as coatings) in order
to prevent detection by reducing IR transmittance of blackbody emitters
[31], to missile seeking sensors, and various other applications [32].

VO2 has many other interesting and important applications in green
construction or sustainable building [33] due to its thermochromic prop-
erties. Vanadium dioxide exhibits a reversible phase transition from a
low temperature, monoclinic phase with insulating properties (VO2(M))
to a high temperature, the so called rutile phase (VO2(R)) has a tetrago-
nal crystal form, with metallic properties (above 68 °C) [34]. This metal
to semiconductor phase transition (MST) is related to an increase in the
reflectivity in the near infrared spectrum which in turn modifies the near
IR optical properties of the VO2 with temperature.

The transition temperature of the material (68 °C) can be tuned
down close to room temperature, to make it suitable for architectural
purposes by doping the material using tungsten [35]. Vanadium diox-
ide is a candidate to be used as a coating in windows of building in
order to regulate/maintain a pleasant temperature inside them without
the need of the excessive use of heating or cooling systems due to its
metal to insulator switching properties. Moreover, due to the growth
of world population and the increase of the energy demand in buildings
(industrial and residential), that nowadays reach up to 60 % of the en-
ergy consumption [36] [12], VO2 coatings are good candidates to be
used in order to diminish the energy usage in buildings and reduce the
CO2 emission (that only in US reach 43 % of carbon dioxide emissions)
coming from them [37].

Vanadium’s ground state electron configuration is [Ar]3d34s2 [38].
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Vanadium thus has 5 valence electrons that can participate in the forma-
tion of chemical bonds. One common characteristic of transition metals
is their ability to adopt multiple oxidation states. Vanadium has four
commonly observed oxidation states: 5+, 4+, 3+ and 2+ and each one
of them can be easily distinguished by their colour, as we can see from
Figure 1.3 [39]. This is characteristic of the transition metal ions where
the change of colours can be potentially used to predict the course of a
redox reaction.

Figure 1.3: Different colours adopted by vanadium ions depending on their
oxidation state

Each oxidation state is associated to a vanadium oxide phase, for
example VO is associated to V2+ and V2O5 is associated with V5+,
etc., however, phases in between can be found as well, these phases
are called Magneli phases [40] and have a general formula to represent
them, VnO2n−1, with 3≥ n≥ 9 . All the Magneli phases present a metal
to insulator transition at different temperatures, except for V7O13 which
is metallic at all temperatures [41]. The metal to insulator transition
temperatures for each Magneli phases are shown in Table 1.1.

Despite the fact that some Magneli phases present a MST tempera-
ture they are not being used for architectural purposes as the transition
temperatures are too low or too high to work. For example, as well
as vanadium(IV) oxide, vanadium(V) oxide (V2O5) also shows ther-
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mochromic transitions at 257 °C, and it is usually used as a catalyst in
industrial processes [42], in the manufacture of solid-state lithium ion
batteries, and in gas-sensing applications [43], but not in architectural
applications.

Table 1.1: Transition temperatures of the vanadium Magneli phases in the se-
ries VnO2n−1 [41].

Compound (VnO2n−1) Metal to Insulator transition temperature (K)
V2O3 168
V3O5 430
V4O7 250
V5O9 135
V6O11 170
V7O13 metallic
V8O15 70
V9O17 -
VO2 340

The Magneli phases are easier to obtain as the reaction times and
conditions are less restrictive than those for pure phases, moreover, ob-
taining a pure phase VxOy is challenging as vanadium is stable over a
wider range of oxidation states. For industrial purposes this is an advan-
tage, moreover, Magneli phases are easier to dope because the dopant
fills the vacancies in the structure and results in the change of the transi-
tion temperature as well as improvement in the transmission properties
[41].

VO2(D) is a relatively newly reported meta-stable phase [44] that
is being investigated widely in the VO2 field as a direct transition to
VO2(M) is allowed at relatively low temperatures (250 - 400 °C) [45]
[46] under a controlled environment. Furthermore, once the transforma-
tion from VO2(D) to VO2(M) is achieved, the typical metal to semicon-
ductor transition temperature of the thermochromic VO2(M) is lower
(61 °C) than the one reported in the literature for bulk VO2(M) which is
68 °C [45].

This recently discovered vanadium dioxide phase VO2(D) acts as a
semi-conductor material with a band gap of 0.33 eV [44]. Its electronic
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structure is still subjected of discussion as the few works that reported
this new phase is similar in structure to the monoclinic nickel tungstate
(NiWO4) because the VO2(D) X-Ray diffraction pattern is structurally
similar. However, this assignment will be critically assessed in this the-
sis.

The research of this new phase is still ongoing, however, in this
work two different syntheses are shown in oder to obtain VO2(D) mi-
cro and nanoparticles. Different morphologies and sizes of this VO2(D)
phase are obtained and characterized in this work. This will be dis-
cussed in chapter 5.

1.5 Properties and structure of vanadium(IV)
oxide

Vanadium dioxide (VO2) has six known crystal structures. VO2(A) [47]
[48], VO2(B) [49], VO2(C) [45] [50], VO2(D) [44] which will be widely
discussed in this work, VO2(M) and VO2(R), with only VO2(M) to
VO2(R) phases displaying a reversible switch induced by a temperature
change close to room temperature.

Monoclinic VO2 acts as a semi-conductor with a band gap of 0.7 eV
[51] while for tetragonal VO2 the gap becomes zero showing a metal-
lic behavior [52]. Tetragonal VO2, also known as VO2(R), due to its
structural resemblance to rutile TiO2 phase, has semi-metallic proper-
ties, is a good electrical conductor and is highly reflective at near IR
wavelengths.

These phases consist of coordinated V4+ ions with linkages of oc-
tahedra producing different crystal structures [53]. VO2(A) has a re-
versible metal to insulator transition (MIT) temperature at 162 °C and
is used as a cathode for lithium ion batteries [47] [54]. The solid mate-
rial is thermally stable and resistant to oxidation in the presence of air
below 400 °C [55].

VO2(B) has been widely used as a convenient precursor to obtain
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the VO2(M) phase by calcination of the sample at temperatures above
500 °C under controlled atmosphere [44]. However in the past years
VO2(B) has been more studied in order to improve its electrochemical
performance and also as a promising material to be used as a cathode in
the Li-ion batteries [56].

Figure 1.4 shows the structures of V2O3, V2O5 and the stable
phases of VO2(B) and VO2(A) for comparison.

The metal to semiconductor transition reflects a structural phase
transformation from monoclinic (for temperatures below 68 °C) to
tetragonal (for temperatures above 68 °C).

Figure 1.4: Representation of the V2O5, V2O3, VO2(B) and VO2(A) crystal
structures

This metal to semiconductor transformation has been widely stud-
ied and diverse theories have been suggested in the literature to explain
this process, however reasons for this are still being debated. The most
accepted theory to explain the transition is the one from Goodenough
[27]. Figure 1.5 shows the schematic band structure based on his work.
When the material is at T ≥ Tc, the crystal structure is tetragonal with
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space group p42/mnm. Due to change of the temperature, the V 3d t2g

band separates into two sub-bands, d|| and Π∗. The fusion of the V π∗

band and the O 2pπ band provokes the π∗ band to be moved upwards,
while the weak hybridization (fusion) between d|| and O 2p band leaves
the d|| band in the lowest state of all V 3d bands. The metallic behavior
of the tetragonal phase is due to the partially filled d|| and π∗ band. The
band gap, corresponding to an optical change is denoted as Eg and is
the distance between the Fermi level and the O 2p band [57].

Figure 1.5: (A) VO2(M) crystal and band structure (B) VO2(R) crystal and
band structure

On the other hand, when the material is at T < Tc < 68 °C, the
vanadium atoms combine and form a zig-zag along the c-axis, causing
the distortion into a monoclinic structure with space group p21/c. The
d|| band splits into two bands: d|| and d∗||. The d|| band is completely
filled leaving thus the π∗ band empty [57].

In other words, when the MST occurs the planes in the monoclinic
vanadium atom shift. This shift is enough to break the V4+-V4+ pair
forming a tetragonal phase with metallic conductive properties [14].
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1.6 Doping of VO2 to decrease metal-to-
semiconductor transition

Different materials have been used as VO2 dopant in order to reduce (or
increase) the critical transition temperature to make the material suitable
for architectural purposes, to enhance the luminosity and transparency
of the material and to improve the colour of the material, that otherwise
is not really attractive.

The ionic radius of octahedral v4+ is 0.58 Å and studies reveal that
ions with greater ionic radius, can be used as dopant to decrease the
transition temperature, while ions with ionic radius smaller than vana-
dium, can be used to raise the transition temperature [58].

When vanadium samples are doped using transition metals such as
Fe, Co and Ni, the critical switching temperature decreases between 10
to 12 °C, while when doping with oxides with the MoO2-type structure
as Mo, Nb and W, the temperature can be lowered from 60 to 70°C [59].

The most studied and effective dopant used to reduce the transi-
tion temperature is the tungsten (w6+) with an ionic radius of 0.6 Å.
Tungsten doped vanadium dioxide thin films prepared via reactive ra-
dio frequency (RF) sputtering or sol-gel methods present a diminution
of the critical temperature from 68 °C to 25 °C [60] [61]. Doped films
are mainly intended to be used for architectural purposes. Other ions as
Mo6+ and Nb5+ with ionic radius of 0.78Å and 0.73Å respectively, are
also used to reduce the transition temperature.

As mentioned before, a high transition temperature is only one of
the problems when using vanadium(IV) oxide for solar control coat-
ings. A low luminous transmittance is another problem, however,
studies have used fluorine doped vanadium(IV) oxide films to over-
come this problem [62]. The addition of fluorine in films prepared via

AACVD increases the visible transmittance without compromising the
thermochromic properties of the material, this occurs because the ab-
sorption band is shifted to the UV region, resulting into a transparent
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film in the visible [62].
Other works reported that magnesium doped VO2 films prepared

via sputtering showed a low transition temperature and higher visible
transmittance. The effect of the magnesium in the films is to enlarge
the band gap, therefore to lower the visible absorption. Theoretically,
the change in the band gap induced by the magnesium also helps in the
improvement of the colour of the film [63].

1.7 VO2 particles: hysteresis and size-effects
The reversible metal to semiconductor transition in vanadium(IV) oxide
presents hysteresis behavior implying a first order transition.

A first order phase transition in a single system means that a dis-
continuity in one or more state variables exists. In the vanadium dioxide
case specifically, the volume and the entropy change discontinuously at
the equilibrium transition temperature (68 °C). Tetragonal and mono-
clinic phases coexist at Tc, therefore their enthalpies are different, sug-
gesting that each phase holds a different structure. In other words, for
VO2, some regions of the material complete the transition before others.

The hysteresis curve in vanadium(IV) oxide is expected to be as
narrow as possible in terms of temperature if is meant to be used for ar-
chitectural purposes. This will reflects a fully phase transition at certain
temperature [64].

Experimental studies report that the thermal hysteresis in VO2(M)
/ VO2(R) shows a difference in the transition temperatures for heating
and cooling cycles, suggesting that the transformation does not materi-
alize at the point where the free energies of the two phases are the same
[65].

In other words, the hysteresis behavior in vanadium(IV) oxide indi-
cates that a phase transformation is taking place in the material but some
regions of the material have completed the transition and some others
have not, this is because first order transitions involve a latent heat [65]
and the energy of the transition can not be transferred right away.
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Studies have demonstrated that the particle size and defects in the
materials, mainly induced by dopants, affect the features of the hys-
teretic phase transition [66]. Small VO2 particles lead to wider hys-
teresis loops with high transition temperatures for the heating cycle and
low transition temperatures for the cooling cycle. On the other hand,
in bigger particles the interface between two grains (grain boundary) is
reduced thus more number of defects and nucleation sites are produced
(more nucleation sites results in faster transition phase), provoking thus
narrow hysteresis [64].

According to Li et al., thermochromic nanoparticles provide supe-
rior luminous transmittance and solar energy transmittance modulation
[67]. This is because the size of the particles alters the effective ab-
sorption spectra of VO2 i.e. some wavelengths may exhibit a higher
absorption coefficient (compared to bulk VO2) due to electromagnetic
resonances in the nanosized metallic VO2 elements of the system .This
resonance effect is related to the size of the VO2 elements and this is
why it is possible to induce some sort of blue shift that improve the lu-
minous transmittance and solar energy modulation. Moreover produc-
ing nanoparticles of VO2 has advantages in the optical features. Vana-
dium dioxide presents a non attractive (for architectural purposes) yel-
low/brownish colour, however, if the VO2 particles are smaller than the
visible light wavelength, the nanoparticles have lower absorption be-
tween 400 to 700 nm of the electromagnetic spectrum, therefore, the
obtained particles or films will be optically transparent with low scat-
tering effect.

Particle size is not the only factor that affects the metal to semi-
conductor transition in VO2, among them the synthesis and annealing
conditions, thickness of the film, dopants and crystallograpic orienta-
tion [65] play an important role in the phase transitions in VO2.
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1.8 Synthetic methods for producing VO2
Vanadium dioxide films can be produced using different methods such
as, sol-gel spin coating [68] [69] and dip-coating [70] [71], sputtering
[72, 73], chemical vapour deposition [74] [75] [76], whereas powders
are produced via hydrothermal synthesis [34] [46]. Vanadium dioxide
nanoparticles can be incorporated into a polymeric matrix to obtain VO2

films.

The most studied method to produce VO2 particles is hydrothermal
synthesis, while the most studied thin film deposition method is CVD.
In this work hydrothermal synthesis, AACVD and spin-coating methods
were used.

1.8.1 Hydrothermal synthesis
Hydrothermal synthesis is a method to produce different chemical com-
pounds and materials which uses a closed-system where physical and
chemical processes occur in aqueous solution [77] . There are many
different definitions for hydrothermal synthesis in the literature and
there is no definite lower limit for the temperature and pressure con-
dition reported, however, the majority of the authors fix the hydrother-
mal synthesis at temperatures above 100 °C and pressures above 1 atm..
According to these definitions, hydrothermal can be described as any
heterogeneous chemical reaction in the presence of water occurring at
above room temperature and at pressure higher than 1 atm. in a closed
system [78].

The method consists on the dilution of precursors (insoluble un-
der normal conditions) by water or aqueous solutions at high tempera-
ture and pressure [79]. Hydrothermal synthesis allows us to access to
phases that will not occur spontaneously at room temperature. The ad-
vantages of using this method includes the easy formation of crystals of
substances that are unstable near their melting point and the ability to
synthesise large crystals.

Figure 1.6 shows a drawing of a typical hydrothermal teflon lined
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autoclave used in this work. It contains a teflon cup where the water or
the aqueous solution is placed together with the precursor material. The
teflon cup is inside of a stainless steel shell and closed by a secure lid
that has a bursting disc for safety reasons, in case the pressure becomes
too high inside the vessel.

Figure 1.6: Typical hydrothermal synthesis reactor (autoclave)

Hydrothermal synthesis has been widely used for the synthesis of
zeolites, ZnO nanorods, MnO2, lithium iron phosphate cathodes, CdTe
nanocrystals, anatase and rutile TiO2 among others [80][81] [82] [83]
[84] [85]. In particular, synthesis of VO2 leads to the formation of dif-
ferent phases of VO2 and morphologies like rods [86], star shapes [46],
spherical shapes [87], among others, depending on the temperature, pre-
cursor and time used for the reaction.

To better understand the hydrothermal synthesis process, it is nec-
essary to explain the nucleation and growth of particle processing.

1.8.1.1 Nucleation and growth of particles
Nucleation is defined as the first step of a process that occurs in the
formation of a crystal from a liquid, vapour or a solution, where the
ions, atoms, or molecules turn into a characteristic pattern of a crys-
talline solid [88]. Nucleation is the site where the additional particles
accumulate during the crystal growth process.

Nucleation processes are classified into heterogeneous and homo-
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geneous. In the heterogeneous nucleation process, the crystallization
occurs on the surface of the material while in the homogeneous nucle-
ation process, a few particles fix themselves closely in their way through
the bulk of the medium [65].

There are different theories explaining the nucleation and growth
process, including the LaMer Mechanism, Ostwald Ripening [89] and
Digestive Ripening [90], Finke-Watzky two step Mechanism [91], Co-
alescence and Oriented Attachment [92] and Intraparticle Growth [93].
For hydrothermal growth of vanadium nanoparticles, the most used is
the LaMer mechanism [94]. LaMer divided the nucleation and mecha-
nism process into three steps: (I) a fast increase in the concentration of
the reacted species that are dissolved in a solution (called monomers).
These monomers are able to adhere to a particle without a significant
energy barrier. (II) the concentration of the monomers outpaces the
critical point of supersaturation where the nucleation process is ener-
getically favorable and occurs. Stage (III) involves the growth of the
particles after nucleation [93].

Figure 1.7 shows the three phases of the LaMer mechanism.

Another way to explain this process is via classical nucleation us-
ing the Gibbs energy. Moreover, this method also demonstrates that
homogeneous nucleation for VO2 nanoparticles is not possible.

The variation of Gibbs energy for nucleation and growth of
nanoparticles consists of two terms: the bulk free energy that releases
energy to the system, and the surface free-energy that inputs energy to
the system, for spherical nucleus (small unstable region of the product
phase) of radius r, the change in free energy ∆G is defined as in equation
1.3.

∆G =−4
3

πr3
∆Gv +4πr2

γ (1.3)

where ∆G is the Gibbs energy variation, ∆Gv is the bulk free energy
variation and γ is the surface energy of the nanoparticles [65].
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Figure 1.7: LaMer mechanism for nanoparticles growth

The nucleus can only become stable if the change in the free energy
is negative, however, as the second term is always positive and domi-
nates over the negative first term for small values of r, therefore nuclei
of those sizes are thermodynamically unstable and nucleation cannot
occur. If the nucleus has a critical radius (rc), ∆G decreases and the
nucleus growth is thermodynamically favourable.

Figure 1.8 shows the plot of equation 1.3 and in particular shows
∆G as function of the radius, with γ = 10−2 J ·m−2 and ∆Gv as indicated
in equation 1.4, where ∆s is the entropy difference between the initial
and the final phase. ∆s value for VO2 is 6.57 · 105 J · K−1 · m−3 [65].

∆Gv = ∆s|T −Tc| (1.4)

For any temperature different to the critical one, the critical nucle-
ous size (rc) and the critical ∆Gcrit can be obtained from the maximum
of the free energy. Mathematically, it means partial derivation of ∆G as
function of the r = rc equation 1.5 [65].
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Figure 1.8: Variation of nucleation barrier ∆G as a function of the particle
size, at two different temperatures

∂4G
∂ r
|r=rc⇒ rc =

2γ

4Gv
=

2γ

4s | T −Tc |
(1.5)

therefore, ∆Gcrit

4Gcrit =
16π

3
γ3

4G2
v
=

16π

3
γ3

(4s | T −Tc |)2 (1.6)

If the temperature is the same as the critical temperature, ∆G−→∞;
therefore no nucleation can occur. This means that the phase transfor-
mation can not occur at the equilibrium temperature unless extra forces
(∆Gcrit) are present to promote the transition.

A certain magnitude of ∆Gcrit is necessary to promote the transition,
as can be confirmed schematically in Figure 1.8. It can be concluded
that for VO2 nanoparticles homogeneous nucleation is not possible due
to an energy barrier. The energy barrier for this type of nucleation is
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∆Gcrit ≈ 250 eV and the energy involved in this transition at the crit-
ical temperature of 340 K is kbTc = (8.61 · 10−5 eV · K−1)(340 K) ≈
0.03 eV, thus the nucleation cannot start uniformly all over the material
but needs to be initiated at special sites of high potency, indicating a
heterogeneous nucleation.

1.8.2 Thin films growth via AACVD
CVD is a method used to produce films on a heated surface by a chem-
ical reaction in vapour phase [95] [96]. The precursor used can be in
the liquid, solid or gas state. The physical state of the precursor can
influence the characteristics of the final film [97].

AACVD, as the name suggests, is a liquid-phase variation of the
CVD technique [96] [98]. Precursors (not necessarily volatile, but
merely soluble in any solvent) are firstly dissolved in a solvent from
which an aerosol is generated by use of an ultrasonic humidifier (neb-
ulizer). This creates a precursor mist, which is transported to the CVD
reactor by a carrier gas. Evaporation of the solvent takes place inside the
reactor. The precursor reacts to form a film on the top of the substrate
positioned inside the reactor [99].

The substrate is placed onto a heated carbon block that serves to
maintain the substrate at a temperature suitable for the molecule to be
deposited.

Figure 1.9 shows a schematic drawn of a typical AACVD system.

Figure 1.9: Aerosol Assisted Chemical Vapour deposition apparatus [1]
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In this work, aerosol assisted chemical vapour deposition was used
to prepare VO2 films onto glass substrates.

1.8.3 Thin films growth via sol-gel / spin-coating
Sol-gel is a method used to produce materials from nano-sized particles
[100]. A sol-gel process uses a mixture with properties of a solution
and fine suspension that contains the precursor of the material that has
to be prepared [101] [102]. The process is widely used in industry to
fabricate metal oxides due to its simplicity to coat large areas [103] [69].

Figure 1.10 shows schematically the sol-gel process to form a film
after calcination of the solution, an aerogel after gelation and extraction
of the remaining solvent in the solution, a bulk material after heating
the solution and uniform particles after precipitation of the solution.

Figure 1.10: Sol-gel process scheme

Spin coating is a sol-gel method used during several decades for the
deposition of thin films [104]. The process is very simple and consists
of the deposition of a small amount of a fluid solution on the center of
a substrate which is spun at high speed [105], as shown in the scheme
in Figure 1.11 shows. The thickness of the film depends on several
factors such as the spinning speed (typically around 2000 to 3000 rpm),
the number of times that the process is repeated, viscosity, drying rate,
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percent solids, surface tension, etc.

Figure 1.11: Spin coating deposition process scheme

Due to the simplistic nature of the method, sol-gel has been used
extensively to prepare vanadium(IV) oxide thin films in both a pure and
doped form. The most widely used precursor for the sol-gel prepara-
tion of vanadium(IV) oxide is vanadium tri(isopropoxide) -used in the
present work-, followed by vanadyl tri(tert-amyloxide). The alkoxide is
usually dissolved in the parent alcohol to form the solution. The use of
different alcohols causes transesterification and formation of different
alkoxides [14].

1.9 Thesis outline
This thesis is focused on the synthesis of VO2 thin films, microparticles
and nanoparticles to be used as thermochromic material mainly for ar-
chitectural purposes. The first experimental chapter will introduce and
discuss the synthesis of thermochromic VO2 thin films via sol-gel/spin-
coating and AACVD. The results will be compared to those reported in
the literature.

Chapters 3 and 4 will introduce the newly reported D phase of VO2.
Hydrothermal synthesis of microparticles and nanoparticles of VO2(D)
will be discussed and analyzed, as well as applications (easy route to ob-
tain thermochromic VO2) and morphology of the as-prepared VO2(D)
particles.
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In chapter 5 the structure of the VO2(D) reported in the literature is
reviewed and moreover, an approach to a new structure for VO2(D) is
suggested.

Finally, the results discussed in this thesis are summarized and po-
tential future work are suggested.



Chapter 2

Thin films via sol-gel/spin
coating and Aerosol-Assisted
Chemical Vapour Deposition

2.1 Introduction
Vanadium dioxide can be synthesized using different methods to obtain
either particles or films. There are several variables that play an impor-
tant role in the preparation of vanadium dioxide films like: temperature,
precursors, solvents and pressure among others factors [106].

The phase diagram of vanadium oxide as a function of the con-
centration of vanadium and pH of the solution, is shown in Figure 2.1.
Another diagram is shown in Figure 2.2 where the different species of
vanadium (Magneli phases and pure phases) that can be obtained by
changing the temperature are shown [107].

The vanadium oxide phase diagrams show schematically some of
the phases/species that can be obtained by just changing some features.
It is evident that obtaining the desired phase of vanadium oxide needs
controlled conditions over a very narrow window.

Vanadium dioxide films were prepared via sol-gel/spin-coating
method and aerosol-assisted chemical vapour deposition (AACVD).
VO2 prepared using these two techniques were studied in order to un-
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Figure 2.1: Phase diagram of vanadium oxide as function of the volume con-
centration of vanadium and pH of the solution. Diagram taken
from [106] (with permission)

derstand the formation process of vanadium dioxide and its phases, un-
der different conditions. This research was carried out to get familiar-
ized with the VO2 field, variables that need to be controlled during the
process and moreover, the required characterization.

The literature reports that V2O5 was spin coated onto indium tin ox-
ide glass by Shimizu et al in 1992 [108] using V2O5 powder dissolved
into benzyl alcohol and isobutanol. The solution was spin coated to
obtain vanadium pentoxide thin films with thermochromic properties.
High quality vanadium dioxide films were prepared by Dachuan et al.

in 1993 [109] with an electrical switching at about 60 °C using V2O5 as
a precursor materials. The films were calcinated under a reduced atmo-
sphere. In 1998 Beteille and Livage [110] prepared VO2 thermochromic
films with a switching temperature around 70 °C from vanadium alkox-
ides [VO(OR)3] (where R is the organic substituent). In 2009, Kang et

al. reported a novel solution process to produce VO2 thermochromic
films [111] via spin-coating using vanadium pentoxide and diamide hy-
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Figure 2.2: Vanadium phase diagram in terms of temperature variation. Dia-
gram taken from [107] (with permission)

drochloride as starting materials. The prepared films had a transmit-
tance of 54.5 % in the visible range and 41.5 % reduction in the near
IR.

Thermochromic films were prepared by Parkin et al. [112] via

aerosol assisted chemical vapour deposition using [VO(acac)2] as a pre-
cursor (no need to be volatile) dissolved into a solvent. The precursor
does not need to be volatile because AACVD depends in the solubility
of the precursor rather than its volatility, in the process a nebulizer is
used to form aerosol droplets of precursor solution, rather than evapo-
ration of volatile precursors as in CVD. Tungsten doped VO2 samples
were also prepared by AACVD and exhibited a transition temperature
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from rutile to monoclinic at 22 °C by adding only 1 wt% of dopant
[113].

In this chapter a detailed methodology will be presented for the
preparation of vanadium dioxide films using spin-coating and AACVD
technique, as well as characterization of the prepared samples. The ex-
periments performed in this work show similar results to those reported
in the literature.

2.2 Aim
The aim of this chapter was to prepare thermochromic thin films via

sol-gel/spin-coating method and understand the variables that play im-
portant roles in the production of thermochromic VO2 films.

2.3 Experimental
2.3.1 Thin films via spin coating
vanadium(IV) oxide by spin-coating two steps were necessary: hydrol-
ysis of the precursor material to form a vanadium(V) oxide amorphous
gel, then secondly heating in a reducing atmosphere to obtain a crys-
talline vanadium(IV) oxide [14].

In a typical synthesis 0.58 g (0.0023 mol) of vanadium oxytriiso-
propoxide and 0.1 g (0.0016 mol) of acetic acid were dissolved in 15.7
g (0.2612 mol) of isopropyl alcohol. The solution was stirred for 15
minutes at room temperature and aged for 4 days.

All reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and were used
without further purification.

The films were deposited on a 3 X 3 cm square wafer of glass
substrate with a barrier layer of silicon dioxide (supplied by Pilking-
ton/NSG). The substrates were cleaned by ultrasonic treatment in ace-
tone and then in deionised water. For each solvent, the ultrasonic treat-
ment lasted for 20 minutes. Finally, the substrates were dried at room
temperature.
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For the deposition process a Laurell model WS-650-8B spin coater
instrument was used. The spin rate was 1500 rpm, acceleration 2,200
rpm/s, for 30 seconds. In a typical procedure 4 drops of the precursor
solution were deposited on the glass using a pipette, and then a yellow
film of V2O5 was formed on the glass surface. After each layer the
film was dried in order to evaporate the extra solvent on the sample.
The process was repeated 10-20 times to increase the thickness of the
resulting film.

The films were dried at room temperature for 1.5 days. Thickness
was measured using a Veeco Dektak 8 profilometer.

Samples were annealed under flowing nitrogen atmosphere [2 L
min−1] at 550 °C for 4 hours, at a ramp 10 °C/min, in order to obtain
monoclinic phase of the vanadium(IV) oxide (VO2(M)).

From now on the term as-prepared will be used to refer to the sam-
ples prepared using the recipe mentioned in the experimental section of
each chapter.

2.3.2 Thin films via AACVD
To obtain vanadium(IV) oxide via AACVD, a green solution made of
0.3 g of vanadyl acetylacetonate (VO(acac)2) was mixed with 40 mL of
ethanol and stirred for 20 min.

For the film deposition, a rectangular glass substrate having a SiO2

barrier layer was placed on top of a carbon block heated at 550 °C inside
the CVD reactor (Figure 1.9). Nitrogen was used as carrier gas for
delivering the material into the reactor at 1.5 flow rate [L min−1].

2.4 Results and discussion
The preparation of VO2 thin films via spin-coating and AACVD in this
work involved optimization and several experiments carried out in the
laboratory. In appendix A are listed most of the experiments performed
in this chapter, however, only important results, compared to the ones
found in the literature will be shown.
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2.4.1 Results for thin films obtained via spin-coating
A precursor solution made of vanadium oxytriisopropoxide, isopropyl
alcohol and acetic acid was spin-coated onto a glass substrate (repeat-
ing the process many times - 10 times - to increase the thickness of the
film). The film after the spin-coating deposition is amorphous and had a
yellow colour which turned into brown colour after annealing the sam-
ple under a controlled nitrogen atmosphere at temperatures above 550
°C for 4 hours or more. After calcination the film becomes crystalline
and turned to thermochromic VO2, as will be shown below.

Figure 2.3A shows the film obtained after the spin-coating process.
The film is yellow and transparent and evenly deposited on the glass
substrate. The obtained film was aged for 4 days at room temperature.
Experiments aging the sample from 0 to 7 days were performed con-
cluding that, aging the sample for 4 days at room temperature result in
the best films. Best film means that the monoclinic phase was obtained
after the calcination process. The aging time of the precursor solution
(or the thin film before annealing) played an important role in the for-
mation of the desire phase and even different morphologies [114].

Figure 2.3: (A) Amorphous VO2 sample prepared by spin-coating before an-
nealing and (B) VO2 sample prepared by spin coating after an-
nealing at 550 °C for 4 hours

Figure 2.3B presents the film obtained after calcination at 550 °C
under nitrogen atmosphere for 4 hours. The film is still transparent,
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however, the colour is a darker yellow-brown.

Raman spectroscopy was performed on the samples in order to
check if the desired monoclinic phase, with thermochromic properties
was obtained. In Figure 2.4 bands at 143, 192, 223, 261, 310, 390, 500,
595 and 612 (± 2) cm−1 were observed in sample DP57 prepared using
vanadium oxytriisopropoxide, isopropyl alcohol and acetic acid. These
bands match with vanadium(IV) oxide monoclinic bands reported in the
literature by Manning [14], suggesting that, indeed, the VO2 thin film
obtained after calcination is monoclinic.

Typical Raman spectra of VO2, V2O5, VOx and V6O13 are shown
in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.4: Raman spectrum of sample DP57 (vanadium oxytriisopropoxide,
isopropyl alcohol and acetic acid) after annealing at 550 °C for 4
hours showing VO2(M) peaks

Different phases of the vanadium(IV) oxide were encountered dur-
ing the research (determined by XRD and Raman), mainly thin films
showing VO2(B) phase and mixed vanadium Magneli phases. How-
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ever they are not shown here as this work (but summarized later in this
chapter) is focused on the production of monoclinic phase with ther-
mochromic properties to be used for architectural purposes.

It is worth mentioning that obtaining the monoclinic phase is chal-
lenging, and if the conditions are not suitable, other phases are obtained
as was shown before in the vanadium phase diagram; for example, cal-
cinating the films between 400 and 500 °C for 10 hours under nitrogen
atmosphere, result in V2O5, whereas annealing under nitrogen for more
than 12 hours, results in V2O3, also, annealing under nitrogen for less
than 4 hours results in V2O5 or mixed phases, including Magneli phases
whilst, temperatures below 400 °C result in a non-crystalline structure,
therefore, the annealing temperature and the calcination under an inert
atmosphere (nitrogen) are crucial to the process to obtain the desired
phase.

Figure 2.5: Reference Raman spectrum of different phases of Vanadium at λ

= 785 nm, taken from [14] used with permission of the author. (A)
VO2(M) (B) V2O5 (C) VOx (D) V6O13

X-Ray diffraction was performed on the samples to confirm that
VO2 monoclinic phase was obtained via spin-coating/sol-gel method.
Figure 2.6 shows the obtained XRD pattern of one of the as prepared
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thin film. The pattern shows peaks at 2θ 27, 37 and 55 °, these obtained
peaks match the vanadium(IV) oxide monoclinic peaks reported in the
literature [115] [116] [117] and no other phases of vanadium oxides
were detected.

Figure 2.6: XRD pattern of sample DP57 (vanadium oxytriisopropoxide, iso-
propyl alcohol and acetic acid) showing typical VO2(M) peaks

The main characteristic diffraction peaks of the vanadium(IV) ox-
ide monoclinic phase are at 2θ 27.88, 37.06, 42.18 and 55.01°and the
simulated XRD spectrum is shown in Figure 2.7 for comparison.

For architectural applications, it is important that the samples
present thermochromic behavior. When a material presents ther-
mochromic behaviour, optical changes can be observed under temper-
ature variation, in particular for bulk vanadium oxide, the transition
phase occurs at 68 °C. To study the thermochromic properties of the
as prepared samples, transmittance and reflectance spectra of each sam-
ple were measured at room temperature and at 100 °C.

As previously mentioned the final purpose of using VO2 thin films
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Figure 2.7: Simulated XRD pattern of the VO2(M) (ICSD 34033)

is to coat the windows of building, producing ”smart windows” in order
to save energy, this is because recent reports state that energy consump-
tion in buildings represent up to 20-40 % of the total energy consump-
tion in developed countries [118], a considerable high value for energy
consumption that wanted to be reduced.

Ideally films prepared to act as smart windows should have maxi-
mum transmittance when the environment is below room temperature,
and maximum reflectance when the temperature is above room temper-
ature.

In Figure 2.8 the transmittance of the as-prepared thin film via spin-
coating at room temperature and at 100 °C is shown. As observed, the
transmittance decreases when the temperature is above 68 °C (≈ 100 °C
in this study), indicating that the material changes its properties to be
more reflective, as expected when a phase transition from monoclinic to
tetragonal phase at 68 °C occurs.
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To measure the transmittance at high temperatures, the sample was
heated up to 100 °C to assure a thermodynamical stable temperature in
the sample in order to complete phase transformation (that occurs at 68
°C) from VO2(M) to VO2(R).

Figure 2.8: Transmittance of sample DP101 (vanadium oxytriisopropoxide,
isopropyl alcohol and acetic acid) made by spin-coating

From Figure 2.8 it is evident that the film presents thermochromic
behavior because there is a difference in the transmittance at room tem-
perature and at 100 °C, however, it is necessary to calculate the solar
modulation of the sample weighting the solar values to the data [17]
[119], because the terrestrial atmosphere absorbs in more or less inten-
sity at certain wavelengths. This calculation was done using Equation
1.2.

Table 2.1 shows the Tlum values for the films at room temperature
(≈ 25 °C) and at 100 °C, the ∆Tlum and the ∆Tsol values for sample
DP101, prepared by spin coating.
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Table 2.1: Weighted visible transmission at 25 °C and at 100 °C for ther-
mochromic VO2 film prepared via spin-coating

Tlum 25 °C (%) Tlum 100 °C (%) ∆Tlum ∆ Tsol
Sample DP101 48.3 47.6 0.73 -1.83
Kang et al.[68] 59.2-11.5 61.1-12.6 N/A N/A

Zhang et al.[115] 83.5-11.7 82.8-7.6 N/A N/A

The results obtained Tlum of 48.3 % at room temperature and Tlum

of 47.6 % at 100 °C are consistent with the results reported in the lit-
erature by Kang et al. [68], having Tlum values at room temperature
between 59.2 % to 11.5 % (depending on the sample thickness) and
Tlum values at 90 °C between 61.1 % to 12.6 % for thin films and also
are in concordance with the results reported by Zhang et al. [115] pre-
senting Tlum between 83.5 % to 11.7 % (depending on the thickness) at
room temperature and Tlum between 82.8 % to 7.60 % at 90 °C for thin
films prepared via spin coating.

In the same way, reflectance analysis were performed on the films
to corroborate the previous results.

Figure 2.9 shows the reflectance obtained from the as-prepared film
at room temperature and at 100 °C. As expected the reflectance in-
creases at 100 °C, compared to the reflectance at room temperature, this
is because the material (VO2) properties change at temperatures above
68 °C to become reflective (transition from monoclinic phase to tetrag-
onal phase). The observed variation between the room temperature and
high temperatures is ≈ 4-6 %. Ideally, the reflectance gap between hot
and cold temperatures should be as big as possible, taking into account
the energy loss and light absorbed by the material.

For architectural applications focused on energy saving solutions,
having a high % of reflectance at temperatures above the critical tem-
perature is important, as the IR rays are mainly reflected away, helping
to keep the temperature inside the building constant.

Transmittance Figures 2.10 and 2.11 are shown below in order to
compare the transmittance profiles obtained in this work and those re-
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Figure 2.9: Reflectance of a sample DP101 (vanadium oxytriisopropoxide,
isopropyl alcohol and acetic acid) prepared by spin-coating (5 lay-
ers)

ported in the literature by Zhang et al. [115] and by Kang et al. [68].

Transmittance and reflectance values (%) change from sample to
sample. The variation depends on many factors including thickness of
the film, roughness, material composition of the film, imperfections of
the glass and annealing conditions.

The obtained results for the VO2(M) samples reported in this the-
sis shows that thermochromic films with good properties to be used for
smart windows can prepared successfully via spin-coating. The proper-
ties can be improved by changing the thickness of the samples.

The most important and starting point of the research in the VO2

field for architectural applications is to have a film that presents ther-
mochromic behavior, once the film is obtained, the properties (such a
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Figure 2.10: Reference of transmittance profiles for VO2 samples prepared by
spin-coating. Blue line: films that were treated at 600 °C for 20
min, red line: 530 °C for 30 min, and black line: 440 °C for
4 h. The solid and dashed lines are for the films at 20 and 90
°C, respectively. Figure taken from [115] with permission of the
author.

Figure 2.11: Reference of transmittance profiles for VO2 thin film samples
with different thicknesses 43 nm (black squares), 102 nm (red
triangles) 215 nm (blue pentagrams) and 428 nm (green circles).
Figure taken from [68] with permission of the author.
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transparency and transition temperature) needs to be improved.

The results shown before are an example of a successful VO2 thin
film prepared via spin-coating with thermochromic properties, however,
several experiments were performed in order to obtain the right condi-
tions for a thermochromic film.

Some of the parameters that were changed include:

• Change of the solution concentration.

• Change the annealing atmosphere.

• Change the annealing temperature.

• Change the annealing time.

• Change the precursor.

• Number of layers

• Aging the solution.

In Table 2.2 are listed some samples prepared via spin-coating de-
position technique annealed for 4 hours under nitrogen atmosphere,
where the parameters mentioned above were changed and the final prod-
uct is different for each case. To determine the final product outcome,
in all cases X-Ray diffraction was performed on the thin film.
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Table 2.2: List of samples prepared via spin-coating deposition technique
changing different parameters in order to obtain different results.
Samples were annealed for 4 hours under nitrogen atmosphere.
In the table precursors A: vanadium(V) oxytriisopropoxide, B:
vanadyl acetilacetonate

DP13 DP18 DP25 DP40 DP57 DP60 DP125
Precursor A A A A A B A

Precursor
Concentration 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.12 0.12 0.12
Annealing

atmosphere Air N2 N2 N2 N2 N2 N2

Annealing
temperature

(°C)
500 500 500 550 550 550 570

Aging time
(days) N/A N/A 2 N/A N/A 4 N/A

Result Amorph Amorph Amorph V4O9 VO2(M) Mixed Unknown

Table 2.3 shows the chemical composition of samples DP13, DP18,
DP25, DP40, DP57, DP60 and DP125 mentioned in Table 2.2.

Table 2.3: Chemical composition of samples DP13, DP18, DP25, DP40,
DP57, DP60 and DP125 (variable % composition)

DP13
DP18
DP25
DP40
DP57

DP125

vanadium oxytriisopropoxide
isopropyl alcohol

acetic acid

DP60
vanadyl acetilacetonate

methanol
polyethylene glycol

Figure 2.12 shows the diffraction pattern of the samples DP13,
DP18, DP25, DP40, DP57, DP60 and DP125 discussed in Table 2.2.
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Figure 2.12: X-Ray diffraction pattern of the samples DP13, DP18, DP25,
DP40, DP57, DP60 and DP125

As can be seen in Figure 2.12, and mentioned before, slight changes
in the parameters can lead to very different result. A crucial parameter
in the production of VO2 thin films via spin-coating deposition tech-
nique is the annealing and atmosphere temperature. Once the film is
deposited in the substrate, the thin film is amorphous and requires it to
be annealed in order to crystallize the material. Calcination needs to
be carried out in a controlled atmosphere, for example nitrogen atmo-
sphere as performed in this work and also reported in the literature [51]
[70]. Vacuum is also often used in VO2 field to anneal samples [120]
[121].

2.4.2 Thin films via AACVD
Thin films were prepared via AACVD method onto a glass substrate.
Several samples were prepared and pure VO2(M), VO2(B) and amor-
phous samples were obtained. In appendix A are listed some of the
prepared samples and condition used.
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Figure 2.13: Black and non-uniform VO2 film obtained by AACVD method
(10X4cm)

In all cases the resulting film present dark colour, as is shown in
Figure 2.13, and the adhesion of the deposited film onto the substrate
was not good. The film looked more like fine powder not well attached
to the surface. The dark colour of the film is due to carbon species,
possibly side products coming from the organic part of the solvent and
precursor used.

Figure 2.13 shows a dark film prepared via AACVD at 550 °C and
a 1.5 N2 flow rate (L min−1) as mentioned in the experimental section
2.3.2.

Raman spectroscopy were performed on the as-prepared samples in
order to determine the phase of material. Figure 2.14 shows the Raman
spectrum for the VO2 sample prepared. The obtained Raman bands for
the analyzed film correspond to the thermochormic VO2 Raman bands
reported in the literature [122], suggesting that, even if the film was not
deposited uniformly and presents a dark colour, it still shows the correct
phase.

X-Ray diffraction was also performed on the sample to corroborate
that monoclinic VO2 was achieved. Figure 2.15 shows the obtained
pattern and the peaks match to the main peaks of monoclinic VO2 from
the literature [123].

No further analysis were performed to the sample as they were
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Figure 2.14: Raman spectrum of sample DP138 after calcination prepared
via aerosol-assisted chemical vapour deposition showing typical
VO2(M) bands

mainly synthesized in order to gain experience on the preparation of
VO2 films using different methods.

The results obtained in this work are in concordance with the results
presented in the literature. Piccirillo et al. [124] synthesized success-
fully thermochromic VO2, V2O3 and V2O5 onto glass. In other stud-
ies Piccirillo et al. [113] synthesized tungsten doped thermochromic
VO2 films with a lower transition temperature from monoclinic to ru-
tile phase, Moreover, same authors prepared niobium doped VO2 films
[125] via preparing doped thermochromic films with low transition tem-
perature compared to bulk VO2(68 °C).

Other works reported in the literature induced electric field in the
AACVD reaction to prepare different metal oxides (vanadium oxide
among them) for gas sensing applications [122] [126].

According to the literature, VO2 thermochromic films prepared via

AACVD are suitable to be used for smart windows applications and
even for gas sensing applications, however, the thermochromic films
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Figure 2.15: XRD pattern of sample DP138 showing typical VO2(M) peaks

prepared via AACVD in this work are not suitable to be used for ar-
chitectural applications (even if the right phase and properties were ob-
tained) as the film is too dark (due to carbon species, possibly side prod-
ucts coming from the organic part of the solvent and precursor used)
and the adhesion needs to be improved. One of the possible reasons to
explain why the prepared films in this work are not suitable for architec-
tural applications is the cleaning/preparation of the substrate, therefore
the adhesion of the film is not good.

The results shown before represent only a successful VO2(M) film
prepared using aerosol-assisted chemical vapour deposition, however,
other results (other VO2 phases) were obtained by changing certain pa-
rameters like:

• Carbon block temperature.

• Nitrogen gas flow.

In Table 2.4 are shown a summarized set of thin film results ob-
tained via aerosol-assisted chemica vapour deposition changing carbon
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block temperature and nitrogen gas flow.

Table 2.4: Summarized results table of thin film samples prepared via
AACVD for different temperatures and nitrogen gas flow

Temperature
(°C)

Nitrogen flow
(L min−1) Result

Sample 82 560 1 VOx
Sample 92 550 1 Amorphous

Sample 104 555 1 Mixed phases
Sample 115 550 1.5 VO2(M)
Sample 140 545 1 VO2(B)

Figure 2.16A presents the XRD diffraction pattern of three sam-
ples prepared via AACVD using different deposition conditions while
in Figure 2.16B the Raman spectra of the same three samples are shown.
As reported before, the XRD pattern of the VO2 thin films prepared us-
ing AACVD and in general VO2 thin films do not have very well defined
peaks as evidenced in the presented patterns, on the other hand, Raman
spectroscopy shows better defined peaks, thus helping on the material
characterization.

The XRD patterns and Raman spectra presented below correspond
to some of the samples reported in Table 2.4 where sample 115 present
typical XRD peaks and Raman bands of VO2(M), sample 104 presents
XRD peaks and Raman bands that can be associated to VO2 mixed
phases and sample 82 presents a well defined XRD peak and a few
Raman bands that can not be associated to any known VO2 phase to our
knowledge, even though it contains only VO2.

During the performance of the experiments, in several cases the
system line was blocked due to condensation of the precursor, avoiding
the successful deposition of the material onto the substrate.
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Figure 2.16: (A) XRD of three samples prepared via AACVD (B) Raman
spectra of three samples prepared via AACVD

2.5 Conclusions
Yellow and transparent films were obtained after deposition using the
spin-coating method and subsequent annealing in a controlled atmo-
sphere at 550 °C for 4 hours. Films obtained were monoclinic vana-
dium(IV) oxide which present thermochromic behavior under changes
of temperature. Thickness of the films were around 120 nm after de-
positing 10 layers using the mentioned conditions above.
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The spin-coating method was successfully used to produce films
of monoclinic vanadium (IV) oxide that present thermochromic prop-
erties under variable temperature, and the research done so far on this
work was useful to understand the important variables that play a role
into the process of obtaining the monoclinic phase of the used material,
vanadium oxide. Variables such as temperature and aged solution were
found to be fundamental in the process; they give to the system the en-
ergy needed to raise a stable level and also help the system to start the
polymerization process of the initial solution, respectively.

Dark and non-uniform films were obtained via aerosol assisted
chemical vapour deposition deposited onto glass substrate. The adhe-
sion between the film and the substrate was poor, moreover, the resultant
deposition was like a fine powder instead of a film.

The experiments performed via AACVD were very helpful in order
to understand the formation process of films and the variables that play
an important role in the deposition, as temperature, substrate, gas flow,
among others.

As mentioned before, thermochromic VO2 has been intended to be
used for architectural applications in order to reduce the energy use in
buildings, the problem with the use of VO2 thin films for architectural
problems can be divided into three as detailed by Li et al. [67]: The first
one is that the switching temperature at 68 °C is too high, and needs to
be lowered close to room temperature, this can be done doping the ma-
terial with tungsten ions [127] [128] [129], the second problem is that
the thermochromic VO2 films with important thermochromism have to
be very thick films, therefore, the Tlum is compromised being around
50% and the third problem, is that the thermochromic reflectance mod-
ulation in VO2 films is good enough for architectural applications only
in the near infrared and at certain wavelengths where the solar radiation
is low.

To overcome the Tlum and Tsol problems, the luminous transmit-
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tance (Tlum) and the solar modulation (Tsol) of VO2 have to be op-
timized [130]. Diverse studies report that VO2 nanoparticles present
an improved luminous transmittance and solar modulation compared to
VO2 thin films [130] [131].

This chapter was focused on the preparation of VO2 thin films with
thermochromic properties and also showed the difficulties in obtaining
VO2(M) thin films deposited via sol-gel/spin-coating and AACVD. Due
to this obvious difficulties and even more knowing that VO2 nanopar-
ticles are reported to have a better luminous transmittance and solar
modulation to be used for architectural applications, the investigation
presented in the next chapters will be focused on the synthesis and anal-
ysis of micro and nanoparticles of thermochormic VO2 instead of VO2

thin films as presented in this chapter.



Chapter 3

VO2(D) nanoparticles and thin
films

3.1 VO2(D) nanoparticles
The study of thermochromic VO2 nanoparticles has gained a lot of in-
terest not only in the VO2 field, but also in the architecture field due to
its applications as an intelligent coating for windows.

Thermochomic VO2 coatings have a non aesthetically yel-
low/brownish colour, this is as a result of the absorption of visible
wavelengths. Efforts to improve the colour of the coatings have lead to
experiments where magnesium is used as a dopant of the VO2 with the
sole aim to synthesize clear films [132] [133].

In other efforts to enhance the colour of the films, some work has
demonstrated theoretically [67] [134] and supported with experiments
[135] the fact that VO2 nanoparticles present an improved luminous
transmittance and solar modulation compared to films having particle
sizes greater 50 nm. Moreover Li et al. [67] demonstrate with theo-
retical calculations that spherical particles on the nanometer order em-
bedded in a dielectric matrix have the highest levels of transmittance
reported, being the Tlum ≈ 72% for the semi-conductor state and 62%
for the metallic state, while the best value obtained for films (regardless
of the temperature) is ≈ 38%. On the other hand, the calculated ∆Tsol
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is ≈ 20% while for films is ≈ 7%.

Based on these analyses, synthesis of VO2(M) nanoparticles has
become a priority and moreover the production of monoclinic vanadium
dioxide in one single step, is a real challenge.

The literature includes a few articles where the authors report the
production of VO2(M) in one step, however, usually the conditions are
very hard to reproduce, as there is the need to control temperature, pres-
sure and pH over a very narrow range. In some reported cases, the
temperature used exceeds the safe temperature limit for reactions in an
autoclave.

An easy and reproducible way to prepare nanoparticles of VO2(M)
is via calcination of VO2(D) nanoparticles at low temperatures for a
short time under a controlled atmosphere.

3.1.1 Aim
The main objective of this work was to prepare doped and undoped
nanoparticles of VO2(D) and anneal them under a controlled atmo-
sphere at low temperatures to produce nanoparticles of VO2(M).
Nanoparticles of VO2(M) present higher luminosity and better per-
formance in terms of solar modulation applications, as discussed previ-
ously and reported in the literature [135] [67].

3.1.2 Experimental
VO2(D) nanoparticles were prepared via hydrothermal synthesis. The
reaction took place in a 45 mL lined autoclave over 48 hours at 240
oC. The samples were prepared by mixing 0.45 g (0.0024 mol) of vana-
dium pentoxide (V2O5) as a vanadium source, 0.75 mL (0.0140 mol)
of sulfuric acid (H2SO4) as a reducing agent, 0.25 mL (0.0079 mol) of
hydrazine (to promote formation of the desired phase) and tungsten(VI)
ethoxide as dopant (for the doped samples), into 10 mL of DI water. The
solution was strongly stirred for 5 minutes to obtain a green solution.

To obtain the VO2(D) phase it is very important to control the pH of
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the solution. This has to be in range of 6.6 to 6.9; outside of this range,
other phases like V2O3, VO2(B) (or mixture of phases) are obtained.
The pH of the solution was measured using a pH 211 microprocessor
pH meter from Hanna instruments with an error of ± 0.1.

In order to control the pH, sodium hydroxide (1.0 M) was added to
the solution and stirred for 1 minute. Finally, the solution was centrifu-
gated to obtain a grey paste that was finally dissolved in 19 mL of DI
water and poured in the autoclave for the reaction.

After the reaction took place, the final solution was centrifugated,
washed with DI water and ethanol and dried at 60 °C overnight to obtain
the final product.

Table 3.1 shows the name (sample number) and pH of three as-
prepared samples that meet the pH requirements to prepare VO2(D).

Table 3.1: Sample names and descriptions for VO2(D) powders synthesized
by the reaction between V2O5 and H2SO4 in water. NaOH was
used to adjust the pH of the solution. Samples were synthesized
via hydrothermal synthesis for 48 hours at 240 °C

Sample pH of starting solution
S16 6.62
S17 6.75
S18 6.82

3.1.3 Characterization
X-Ray diffraction studies were performed using a D8 GADDS Bruker
diffractometer, utilizing Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.541 Å ) between 10
to 60 °C, 2θ in order to determine the phase of the vanadium dioxide
obtained product. A Renishaw 1000 spectrometer was used to perform
Raman spectroscopy analysis. The equipment was coupled to a 633 nm
laser and calibrated using a silicon reference.

Morphology and size of the as-prepared samples were obtained us-
ing a Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM), JEOL
JSM-6700F instrument with an accelerating voltage of 5 KeV and
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) analysis were performed us-
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ing a Phillips CM300 FED TEM, operated at 300 kV.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analysis was performed on
a DSC 1 instrument from Mettler Toledo. The experiments were carried
out between 0 to 300 °C under nitrogen atmosphere with a heating ramp
of 5 °C/min.

X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was conducted on a
Thermo Scientific K-alpha spectrometer with monochromated Al K ra-
diation, a dual beam charge compensation system and constant pass
energy of 50 eV (spot size 400 µm). Survey scans were collected in the
binding energy range 0 - 1200 eV. High-resolution scans were obtained
for the principal peaks of V 2p, O 1s and C 1s. Data was calibrated
against C 1s (binding energy, 285.0 eV). Data was fitted using Casa
XPS software.

The d-space was calculated using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
in the image processor software ImageJ, where it is possible to mea-
sure the distance between atomic planes in high resolution transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) images.

3.1.4 Results and discussion
Vanadium dioxide can exist in different phases, and all of them have
different properties. In order to perform a proper study of the obtained
phase in the samples, all of them were characterized by X-Ray diffrac-
tion to check the crystallographic phase, by SEM and TEM to observe
the morphology and size of the particles, and by DSC to study the tran-
sition phase of the samples.

3.1.4.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy
Scanning Electron Microscopy was performed in order to determine the
size and morphology of the samples and additionally study the growth
mechanisms of the samples.

Undoped samples: Figure 3.1 shows the SEM and TEM images of two
of the as prepared samples.
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Figure 3.1A shows the SEM image of sample S16 made with a pH
of 6.62. As can be seen the measure scale is 100 nm and the particles
are smaller than that. Using this SEM image, its hard to recognize a
specific shape of the particles. Moreover agglomeration of the particles
are seen. In Figure 3.1B, C and D, TEM images of the same sample
are shown. In Figure 3.1B, an aggregate of particles is observed, but
as mentioned before, the particles seem to be smaller than the measure
scale used. Figure 3.1C and D show single particles of the same sample
with a round and oval shape. The particle is well defined and the size is
between 20 to 35 nm.

Figure 3.1E, shows the SEM image of samples S17 with a pH of
6.75. Using this image, its hard to see the morphology and size of
the product, nevertheless, agglomeration of particles can be seen in the
image. TEM Figure 3.1F, shows an agglomeration of the as-prepared
nanoparticles, however, it is easy to see the well defined round mor-
phology of the particles. In Figure 3.1G and H, two nanoparticles of the
as prepared VO2 are shown. Both of them have a mainly round shape
morphology and the sizes of these particles are about 20 to 40 nm.

As mentioned before, smaller particle sizes of the thermochormic
VO2, present better performance [66], this is because the size of the par-
ticles alters the effective absorption spectra of VO2. At this point only
VO2(D) nanoparticles are shown. So far, no thermochromic behavior
has been reported for this phase, in the nanoscale regime.

Despite the fact that the reaction takes place over 48 hours, and
usually longer reactions times produce growth of the particle size, and
agglomeration, we do not see this in our product, we attribute this to the
presence of hydrazine in the reaction, that not only promotes the for-
mation of the desired phase, but also acts as a surfactant dispersing the
nanoparticles [86] [3]. Moreover, experiments without hydrazine were
performed (not reported in this work, as the results were not relevant
for this work purpose) and different phases of VO2 were obtained (not
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Figure 3.1: (A) SEM image of sample S16 (B, C, D) TEM images of sample
16 (E) SEM image of sample S17 (F, G, H) TEM images of sample
S17
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VO2(D)) and bigger particle sizes were encountered.

VO2(D) nanoparticles were calcinated under nitrogen for 2 hours at
180 °C in order to obtain thermochromic VO2. TEM analysis was per-
formed on the samples, before and after annealing, to study (by com-
parison), possible changes in size and morphology before and after an-
nealing the particles.

Figure 3.2A, shows a TEM image of sample S16 with a pH = 6.62
after annealing under nitrogen. The sample have an oval shape and
approximate size of 20 nm. It is not evident any crystal growth after
calcination (by eye comparison).

Figure 3.2B, shows the TEM of sample S17 with a pH of 6.75. As
with sample S16, particles have an oval shape, size is around 20-25
nm and the morphology is round/elongated. By comparing particle size
before and after annealing, it can be concluded that there is no growth
in the particle size due to calcination.

Figure 3.2: (a) TEM image of sample S16 after annealing under nitrogen at
180 °C (b) TEM images of sample S17 after annealing under ni-
trogen at 180 °C

Obtaining VO2 nanoparticles is very important for architectural ap-
plications because nanoparticles have a better luminosity performance
when they are in the nano-scale order. Moreover, preparation of films
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its easier with nanoparticles.

Tungsten composite samples: A tungsten doped sample was intended
to be prepared in order to study the effect of the tungsten in the
diminution of the transition temperature when the sample presents ther-
mochromic behavior. The size of the vanadium particle is very impor-
tant when it presents thermochromic behavior [67]. Ideally the sample
size should be in the nanometer range (smaller than the wavelength),
typically smaller gives better performance in terms of luminosity [57].

In Figure 3.3A and B, the TEM of the supposed tungsten doped
as-prepared sample is shown. The TEM of the sample show mainly
round and oval particles of around 20-30 nanometers. The addition of
tungsten ethoxide (VI) to the precursor solution does not seem to affect
the morphology or size of the samples compared to the undoped VO2(D)
samples shown before.

Figure 3.3: TEM of a tungsten composite VO2(D) sample

The as-prepared sample was intended to be tungsten-doped sam-
ples, however, the TEM analysis in Figure 3.4 shows the presence of
long rods that correspond to tungsten oxide after study of the composi-
tion of the rod via EDX and measurement of the corresponding d-space.

These findings confirms the existence of tungsten in the sample, in
the form of tungsten oxide, suggesting that at least some tungsten was
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not incorporated into the vanadium dioxide lattice.

Figure 3.4: TEM of a tungsten oxide rod in a tungsten composite VO2(D)
sample

The composite sample was calcinated under vacuum at 180 °C for
2 hours in order to obtain a thermochromic VO2 sample (shown in
Figure 3.12). The XRD pattern shown in Figure 3.10 of the follow-
ing section, confirmed the successful phase transition from VO2(D) to
VO2(M). TEM was peformed on the sample after calcination to study,
by comparison, if there was particle size growth after annealing in the
tungsten composite sample.

Calcination of VO2 particles at high temperatures for long time pe-
riods have been reported in the literature to cause a growth in the particle
size [136], however, as can be seen in Figure 3.5 no particle size growth
is observed if compared (by eye) to the particle size of the particles be-
fore annealing. The size of the particles remains between 20 to 30 nm
in diameter and the morphology is not affected either.

The obtained VO2(M) nanoparticles present mainly a round and
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oval shape and constant size. The addition of tungsten to the as-prepared
samples, seems to not affect the size and shape of the nanoparticle prod-
uct, at least by simple size and shape comparison via SEM / TEM im-
ages, the difference is imperceptible.

Figure 3.5: TEM of tungsten composite VO2(D) nanoparticle after calcination
under vacuum at 180 °C for 2 hours (A) cloud of nanoparticles (B)
closer image of the nanoparticles

3.1.4.2 X-Ray Diffraction
Undoped samples: VO2(D) nanoparticles were synthesized using
vanadium pentoxide mixed in water with sulfuric acid, hydrazine and
sodium hydroxide. Figure 3.6 shows the XRD pattern of three as-
prepared samples at different pH. Patterns were compared with the
VO2(D) pattern shown in the literature, and the peaks of the obtained
samples, match to those in the literature.

Even if the presented data is not fully crystalline, it is easy to see
the main peaks at 30.6o, 36.4o, 41.7o and 54.6o. However, it is not easy,
due to the XRD quality, see clearly the peaks at 23.6o and 57.8o (2θ , λ

= 0.7093 Å ).

A pH of the samples between 6.60 to 6.90 is required in order to ob-
tain the D phase of vanadium dioxide. For samples with basic or acidic
pH, other phases were obtained like VO2(A), VO2(M) or a mixture of
phases. Figure 3.7 show some examples of the obtained patterns (VO2
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Figure 3.6: XRD pattern of the prepared samples using vanadium pentoxide
as a precursor and NaOH to adjust the pH of the solution. All
peaks correspond to the VO2(D) phase shown in the literature

phases) when the pH of the solution is not between 6.60 to 6.90. Figure
3.7A for example shows a VO2(A) pattern with a sample prepared with
a pH of 7.34 and Figure 3.7 D shows a XRD pattern of a mixture of
vanadium phases.

The obtained XRD data of the as-prepared samples shows broad
peaks, that usually means that either the sample is not crystalline or the
particles size is on the order of nanometers. In this case, previous SEM
/ TEM analysis confirm that the broad XRD peaks means the presence
of nanoparticles [135].

On the other hand, when broad peaks are obtained, it is hard to
understand if there is more than one phase in the product, as some peaks
can be hidden by the broad ones, however, further analysis will show
later in this work (Figure 3.15) that the sample composition is mainly
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Figure 3.7: XRD pattern of samples prepared via hydrothermal synthesis us-
ing V2O5 as a precursor at different pH (A) VO2(A) pH = 7.34
(B) VO2(M) + VO2(D) pH = 6.80 (C) VO2(M) 7.05 (D) mixture
of phases 4.16

vanadium 4+, corresponding to VO2(D).

In Figure 3.8 it is shown the XRD pattern of sample 17 with pH of
6.75 after annealing in vacuum at 180 °C, for 2 hours compared to the
VO2(M) pattern obtained from the literature.

As can be seen in Figure 3.8 the obtained pattern of the nano
VO2(D) after annealing matched well to the known pattern of VO2(M),
pointing out that the phase transformation from D to M phase was suc-
cessful using low temperature annealing under vacuum.

This result is very relevant in the VO2 field as the usual way to
obtain monoclinic VO2 particles is either annealing VO2(A,B) phases
at high temperatures (550-600 °C) or to obtain it in a one step synthesis
under high reaction temperatures (higher that those permitted by the
reactor vessel).

To our knowledge, nanoparticles of VO2(D) have not been reported
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Figure 3.8: XRD pattern of sample S17 with pH of 6.75 after annealing in
vacuum at 180 °C for 2 hours compared to the VO2(M) pattern
obtained from the literature

in the literature yet, furthermore a transition from VO2(D) to VO2(M)
at low temperatures has also not been reported in the literature so far.

One of the advantages of obtaining the desired phase at low calci-
nation temperatures is the fact that there is little growth in the size of
the particles. This is very important in the vanadium dioxide field for
architectural applications, as has been proved that nanoparticles present
better luminosity and performance compared to micro size particles of
the same compound [68].

Tungsten composite samples: It is very common to use tungsten to
dope VO2 samples in order to decrease the transition temperature when
the samples presents thermochromic behavior, it means a transition
from metal to insulator. In this case, nano particles of VO2(D) were
intended to be doped using tungsten(VI) ethoxide as a source of dopant.

Figure 3.9 shows the XRD pattern of the tungsten doped VO2(D)
as-prepared sample, compared to the VO2(D) XRD pattern obtained
from the literature. The XRD peaks obtained by the as-prepared sample,
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match the peaks from the literature with no evident peak shift (typical
feature after successful doped material), however around 2θ = 42°there
is low intensity peak, that could not be indexed to the VO2(D) XRD
pattern presented in the literature. It is not possible by this method to
confirm that the extra non-intense peak represent other VO2 phase or
compound or if the tungsten was incorporated successfully in the lattice
of the sample, however, the VO2(D) phase was obtained.

The obtained diffraction peaks are broad, this suggests that, either
the sample is not fully crystalline or the obtained particles are on the
order of the nanometers. Previous analysis showed that the obtained
particles are on the order of nanometers and this is the most probable
reason of having broad peaks.

The as prepared sample was calcined under vacuum at 180 °C for
2 hours in order to obtain a VO2(M) with thermochromic properties. In
Figure 3.10 the XRD pattern of the sample after calcination is observed
compared with the typical VO2(M) pattern from the literature.

Figure 3.9: XRD pattern of nano composite W-VO2(D) sample before anneal-
ing
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Figure 3.10: XRD pattern of tungsten composite nano-VO2(D) sample after
annealing at 180 °C for 2 hours

As can be seen, the main peaks of the as prepared sample match
with the main peaks of the VO2(M) from the literature, however, extra
peaks with low intensity are observed. These peaks can be product of
the presence of WO3, as peaks at low intensity are characteristic of this
compound. No shifts in the VO2(M) peaks are noticed. Usually shifts in
the peaks means that the sample was successfully doped, and this is due
to the change in size of the atomic radius that is replacing the existing
atom [127].

3.1.4.3 Differential scanning calorimetry

Undoped samples: The most common way to obtain VO2(M) for ther-
mochromic applications is to anneal the samples, typically VO2(B), in
a controlled atmosphere at temperatures between 500 to 700 °C. We
have found in this work that the annealing temperature is related to the
morphology and particle size. In particular, we discovered that VO2(D)
nanoparticles require less time/temperature to be transformed into ther-
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mochromic VO2(M)

Figure 3.11 shows the differential scanning calorimetry analysis
performed on two VO2(D) nanoparticle samples. In both cases it can
be observed that in the first heating cycle, there is an endothermic peak
around 165 °C. This peak represents a first transition phase from the D
to R phase. The sample is heated up until 300 °C without presenting
any other phase transition. Continuing with the analysis, the sample is
cooled down and no peaks at 165 °C are shown, this means that the
transition phase is not reversible. Furthermore an exothermic peak ap-
pears at around 42 °C, this peak represents the transition of VO2(R) to
VO2(M).

On the second heating cycle (same sample) an endothermic peak
around 59 °C provides evidence of the widely known transition from
VO2(M) to VO2(R) representing a typical thermochromic behavior in
the sample. No further signals are obtained up to 300 °C. In the second
cooling cycle, it is observed again that an exothermic peak is seen at 42
°C and no further peaks are present up 0 °C.

Figure 3.11: DSC curves of VO2(M) obtained via nano-VO2(D) samples
showing: the transition from D to M phase and then, the re-
versible thermochromic behaviour of VO2(M)
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An important point to note is the fact that the transition from
VO2(D) to VO2(R) is noticeable at 165 °C, being this the lowest re-
ported temperature in the literature (by us) for this transition [87]. We
attribute this to the nanoparticle size and phase. Moreover, the pro-
duced thermochromic material has a MST temperature at 42 °C for the
cooling cycle and 59 °C for the heating cycle; this is 9 °C less than the
MST temperature reported in the literature for bulk undoped samples of
VO2(M).

Tungsten composite samples: Literature reports on the lowering of the
transition temperature of the thermochomic VO2 when tungsten is in-
corporated into the lattice [43]. The as prepared samples, according to
the results presented above, have tungsten oxide that was not incorpo-
rated into the VO2 lattice (no shift in the XRD pattern).

Differential scanning calorimetry was performed to the as prepared
sample with tungsten(VI) ethoxide. The black line in Figure 3.12 rep-
resent the first heating cycle performed to the sample, where one en-
dothermic main peak is observed at 185 °C and two small peaks are
present at 142 °C and at 153 °C. The main endothermic peak is sus-
pected to be the transition from VO2(D) to VO2(R) that was also ob-
served in the undoped samples, however, the transition temperature is
higher than expected and reported for undoped samples in the previous
section, this difference in the transition temperature is attributed to the
presence of tungsten oxide in the sample that was not incorporated into
the lattice. As the sample is not pure VO2(D), but a tungsten-vanadium
composite, the transition phase takes longer, as the sample needs more
energy (in this case energy in the form of temperature) to complete the
phase transition.

The first cooling cycle, red line in Figure 3.12 does not show any
exothermic peak evidencing the complete transformation from VO2(D)
to thermochromic VO2(R). The sample was heated up to 200 °C, while
the undoped sample was heated up to 300 °C (different instruments
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Figure 3.12: Differential calorimetry of the tungsten/VO2 composite sample

and laboratory conditions were used), therefore it is possible that even
if an endothermic peak is observed as evidence of a phase transition,
the transformation has not occurred entirely, therefore, no detectable
exothermic peaks are observed.

The presence of tungsten oxide particles in the sample could also
explain the fact that the transformation did not occur. If the sample
presents impurities (a significant amount, not incorporated into the lat-
tice), it will require more energy (temperature) and time to achieve the
total transformation of the material.

In order to obtain a complete phase transformation from VO2(D) to
thermochromic VO2(M) the sample was calcinated at 180 °C for 2 hours
under vacuum atmosphere. Figure 3.13 shows the differential scanning
calorimetry analysis performed to the sample after annealing. In the
heating cycle there is a broad peak at ≈ 75 °C accompanied by another
small peak at ≈ 88 °C. This is an unusual behavior for thermochormic
VO2 during the heating cycle as only one peak is expected at around
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Figure 3.13: Differential calorimetry of the tungsten/VO2 composite sample
after annealing at 180 °C

68 °C for bulk VO2. However, when the thermochromic VO2 is not a
pure phase (like in this case) broad peaks are expected; this is because
the material requires longer time and temperature to switch to the rutile
phase. Moreover, as the prepared sample is a composite and tungsten
oxide is not thermochromic, this explains the anomalous (broad) peak
obtained in the heating cycle. As the sample is not pure VO2, it requires
more energy input for the transition

On the other hand, in the cooling cycle an exothermic peak is ob-
served at around 50 °C. The peak is broad and does not present any
abnormality.

3.1.4.4 Raman Spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy is a surface analysis technique used to study the
vibrational and rotational modes of a system, in this particular case, the
studied system is the vanadium dioxide compound prepared (VO2(D)).
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In chemistry, Raman analysis can be used for phase identification for
vanadium species as every phase has a different set of typical bands.

Undoped samples: Raman spectroscopy was performed on the as pre-
pared VO2(D) nanoparticles powder samples (placed in a silica glass
substrate) in order to study the phase of the VO2 samples. VO2(D) Ra-
man spectra have not been reported in the literature so far.

Figure 3.14: (A) Raman spectra of Sample S16 with pH of 6.62 (B) Raman
spectra of sample 17 with pH of 6.75

Figure 3.14 shows the Raman spectroscopy of two VO2(D)
nanoparticles samples prepared at (A) 6.62 and (B) 6.75 pH. The ob-
tained spectra represent the bands of the well known V2O5 compound
[14] however, Raman bands of V2O3 and V6O13 compounds are very
similar to V2O5 Raman bands as reported by Chen et al. [137] and
Troy [75], therefore, if the band are not well defined it is impossible to
determine if it is a mixture of phases, the V2O5, V6O13 or the V2O3

compound. Besides that, no other bands are present that can be indexed
to the newly reported VO2(D) phase. However, as Raman spectroscopy
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is a surface analysis technique and VO2 gets oxidized easily in presence
of air, if the compound is not protected, it is very common to obtain
V2O5 spectra, so it can be speculated by this analysis that it is the char-
acteristic Raman spectra of the V2O5 compound due to the oxidation of
the VO2(D).

Different laser intensities (10 to 100 %) as well as different laser
wavelength (633 nm and 785 nm) were used to compare the results,
however the same outcomes were obtained.

3.1.4.5 X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy

Undoped samples: In order to determine the oxidation state of the
obtained VO2(D) particles, X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)
measurements were performed. XPS is a surface analysis, and will de-
termine only the oxidation in the surface of the particle, not into the
bulk material [138]. The binding energies for vanadium and oxygen
were measured against carbon C1s (285.0 eV).

Figure 3.15 shows the surface oxidation state of one as-prepared
VO2(D) nanoparticles. It is evident that the V2p3/2 peak is not symmet-
ric which means it can be composed for two or more chemical environ-
ments at different binding. Vanadium oxidation state binding energies
have very similar values and that is the reason why the peak was de-
composed, therefore it can be concluded that the surface oxidation state
of the as-prepared and analyzed sample was a mixture of V4+ (516.1
eV) and V3+ (514.6 eV). Similar values has been reported before in the
literature (± 0.2 eV) for V4+ by Demeter et al. [139] and by Sawatzky
et al. [140]. For V3+ similar values (± 0.2 eV) have been reported in
the literature by Horvath et al. [141].
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Figure 3.15: Surface XPS spectrum for vanadium binding energy from
VO2(D) nanoparticles prepared via hydrothermal synthesis

This is a remarkable result as the surface is mainly V4+ and it is
well known that vanadium dioxide species oxidize easily in presence of
air [126]. This means that the prepared samples are stable in the pres-
ence of air for periods of at least 6 months. This is an advantage for the
application of the material (VO2(D) nanoparticles) as a VO2(M) pre-
cursor after calcination of the nanoparticles at low temperatures. This
analysis was performed 6 months after the preparation of the sample
and it remains (mainly) in the V4+ state. On the other hand, the pres-
ence of V3+ seems to indicate reduced VO2 during the hydrothermal
reaction.

The XPS results are consistent with the Raman results. Both are
surface sensitive analysis, even though XPS is more surface sensitive.
Raman results were not conclusive initially as V2O5, V6O13 and V2O3

have very similar Raman spectra [75] [137], however, with XPS re-
sults showing V2O3 content, we can conclude that the VO2(D) sample
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present vanadium 3+ on the surface. The whole set of results (XRD,
Raman and XPS) confirms that the as-prepared VO2(D) samples are
vanadium 4+ with some vanadium 3+ content.

XPS results of VO2(D) samples reported in the literature [44] shows
the peak of V2p3/2 at 515.4 eV and assigned this to V4+. Our results
does not match to this findings in the literature, but they coincide with
similar vanadium 3+ and vanadium 4+ values reported in other articles
[139] [140] [141].

On the other hand, VO2(D) XRD analysis, as a bulk analysis, match
perfectly with the results obtained in the literature for VO2(D), this be-
ing vanadium 4+.

3.2 Polymeric thin films using VO2

nanoparticles
Polymeric films with thermochromic properties are prepared and re-
ported in this chapter. The films are synthesized using VO2(M) nanopar-
ticles (coated with SiO2 to protect the nanoparticles from the oxidation)
incorporated into PVP (polyvinylpyrrolidone) as polymer matrix.

3.2.1 Aim
The objective is to prepare polymeric films of VO2(M) with ther-
mochromic properties using the previously as-prepared VO2(D)
nanoparticles transformed already into thermochromic VO2(M) after
mild calcination.

3.2.2 Experimental
The VO2(D) nanoparticles were prepared via hydrothermal synthesis
and calcinated at 180 °C for 2 hours in order to obtain thermochromic
VO2(M) nanoparticles to be used in the film preparation.

VO2(M) thermochromic nanoparticles are very sensitive and are ox-
idized easily in the presence of air [131]. The prepared films will be
exposed to air, water, dust, among others and it is important to protect
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the nanoparticles in order to retain thermochromic properties. To do so
a SiO2 coating is added to the VO2 nanoparticles surface, therefore 0.1
g of the as prepared VO2(M) nanoparticles were dispersed into 5 mL
of ethanol and subsequently added to a solution of 280 mL of absolute
ethanol, 70 mL of DI water and 5 mL of ammonia solution at 28 wt %.
The solution was stirred for 30 minutes and then 0.5 mL of tetraethy-
lorthosilicate was added dropwise to the solution and stirred vigorously
for 4 hours. The product was collected via centrifugation and washed
with water and ethanol. Finally, the obtained paste was dried overnight
at 80 °C.

For the preparation of the polymeric solution, 0.02 g of the coated
VO2(M) nanoparticles were added to 2 mL of methanol and placed into
an ultrasonic bath at room temperature for 30 minutes in order to obtain
a good dispersion of the nanoparticles into the methanol.

After 30 minutes, 1 g of Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) of 44,000
molecular weight were added into the solution slowly and stirred un-
til the solution was homogeneous. The obtained solution presents an
homogeneous dark green colour.

Soda lime glass substrate of 2 x 2 cm was used. Substrates were
submerged on acetone with ultrasonic treatment during 20 min in or-
der to clean them, then; the glasses were rinsed with DI water in an
ultrasonic bath for 20 min. Substrates were finally dried at room tem-
perature.

For the deposition process a Laurell model WS-650-8B spin coater
instrument was used. The spin rate was varied between 500 - 1000 rpm,
acceleration 100 rpm/s, for 30 seconds. Four drops were deposited on
the glass using a chemical dropper, a yellow polymeric film was formed
on the glass surface. Process was carried out 5 times to increase the
thickness of the resulting film. The film was dried overnight at 80 °C to
get rid of the solvent.

The obtained film is uniform and evenly deposited on the substrate.
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3.2.3 Characterization

X-Ray diffraction studies were carried out using a D8 GADDS Bruker
diffractometer, utilizing CuKα radiation between 10 °to 60 °2θ in or-
der to determine the phase of the vanadium dioxide product obtained.
Raman spectroscopy analysis were carried out using a Renishaw 1000
spectrometer coupled with a 633 nm laser. The calibration of the equip-
ment was done using a silicon reference.

Morphology and size of the as-prepared samples was studied using
a Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM), JEOL JSM-
6700F instrument with an accelerating voltage of 5 KeV.

UV/Vis spectroscopy was performed using a double monochro-
matic Perkin Elmer lambda 950 UV/Vis/NIR spectrophotometer in the
860 - 2600 nm range in order to study the thermochromic behavior of
the prepared thin films. The information obtained with the UV-Vis is
valuable for the present research as it is possible to check the transition
phase of the vanadium oxide on the studied samples just measuring the
transmittance of the sample at room temperature and at 90 °C.

3.2.4 Results and discussion

Polymeric films deposited on glass substrates were prepared using SiO2

coated thermochromic VO2(M) nanoparticles obtained via mild calcina-
tion of VO2(D) nanoparticles (180 °C for 2 hours under vacuum atmo-
sphere). The obtained results from X-Ray diffraction, scanning electron
microscopy, UV-Vis and Raman are show later in order to study and un-
derstand the performance of the as prepared films.

The SiO2 coating does not affect negatively the thermochromic
properties of the nanoparticles, moreover, the SiO2 coating has been
reported to enhance the solar modulation efficiency up to 13.6%, the
highest reported in the literature [131]. Figure 3.16 shows the coated
nanoparticles. As is evident in Figure 3.16B, the SiO2 coating is be-
tween 30-50 nm.
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Figure 3.16: SiO2 coated VO2(M) nanoparticles (A) set of coated nanoparti-
cles (B) few particles coated

Figure 3.17A and B, shows the obtained polymeric film of 4 and
5 layers, respectively, deposited onto sodalime substrate and dried
overnight at 80 °C.

The film is uniform and does not present nanoparticles agglomer-
ation, the yellow-brownish colour is the expected for VO2(M) based
films. The film is transparent enough to see clearly through it. The ad-
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hesion between the PVP/nanoparticles solution and the glass was tested
using the scratch test, that consist of use scotch tape to check the adhe-
sion. The adhesion was good and no film was removed after the test.

Figure 3.17: Polymeric VO2 thin film prepared using VO2(D) calcinated
nanoparticles. (A) 4 layers (B) 5 layers

3.2.4.1 Ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy (UV-Vis)
UV-Vis was performed on the samples in order to probe the ther-
mochromic properties of the as prepared samples. The UV-Vis analysis
in this case measure transmittance of the samples at room temperature
(25 °C) and at 90 °C for each sample. In this way it is possible to study
the thermochromic behavior of the VO2 samples under temperature. For
thermochromic VO2 samples, the samples should have maximum trans-
mittance at temperatures below 68 °C, and lower transmittance (the ma-
terial becomes semi-metallic), at temperatures above 68 °C.

To measure the transmittance at high temperatures, the sample was
heated up to 90 °C to assure a thermodynamical stable temperature in
the sample in order to complete phase transformation (that occurs at 68
°C) from VO2(M) to VO2(R). In chapter 2, samples were heated up to
100 °C because a different heater that support higher temperatures was
used.

Figure 3.18 presents the transmittance obtained for three different
samples, with 3, 4 and 5 layers of the nanoparticle/PVP solution de-
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posited onto the substrate and, as can be noted, the samples have ther-
mochromic behavior since there is a decrease in the transmittance when
the sample is at temperatures above 68 °C.

Even though the transmittance data showed the thermochromic be-
havior of the samples, it is important to calculate the solar modulation
of each sample weighting the solar values to the data [17] [119], this
is because the terrestrial atmosphere absorbs in more or less intensity
certain wavelengths. This calculation was done using Equation 1.2.

Figure 3.18: Transmittance of samples prepared using VO2(D) nanoparticles
after calcination with (A) 3 layers (B) 4 layers (C) 5 layers

Table 3.2 presents the solar modulation of the three films analyzed
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Table 3.2: Weighted visible transmission at 25 °C and at 90 °C for ther-
mochromic VO2 film prepared using VO2(D) nanoparticles after
calcination and comparison with the results obtained in chapter 2

Tlum 25 °C (%) Tlum 90 °C (%) ∆ Tlum ∆ Tsol ∆ TIR
3 layers 44.75 44.55 0.20 1.15 1.92
4 layers 32.78 31.09 1.69 2.33 2.84
5 layers 43.57 43.45 0.12 0.98 1.68

Chapter 2
Sample DP101 48.3 47.6 0.73 -1.83 NA
Kang et al.[68] 59.2-11.5 61.1-12.6 NA NA NA

Zhang et al.[115] 83.5-11.7 82.8-7.6 NA NA NA

with, 3, 4 and 5 layers.

As can be seen in Table 3.2 the best film in terms of the visible light
transmission is the film with 4 layers, also this film presents the best per-
formance for the solar modulation. On the other hand, the thickest film,
with 5 layers, is the one having the worst solar modulation and visible
light transmission, contrary to what is expected, as usually thicker films
present better solar modulation compared to thinner films, it means that
the thermochromic properties of the material have a better performance
[142], however, the transmission in the visible range gets compromised.
In the case of vanadium(IV) oxide samples, darker and not transparent
films are obtained if the film is thick.

The obtained results for Tlum and Tsol of nanoparticles incorporated
into a polymeric matrix and the results for Tlum and Tsol of a thin film
prepared via sol-gel (chapter 2) are comparables and no big improve-
ments are noted for thin films prepared using nanoparticles, as reported
in the literature [67]. However, further analysis needs to be done for
thin films using VO2(M) nanoparticles obtained via VO2(D) nanoparti-
cles with different concentrations in the polymeric matrix.

3.3 Conclusions
In this work, nanoparticles of the newly reported VO2(D) were success-
fully obtained via hydrothermal synthesis using V2O5 as a precursor.

The obtained nanoparticles of VO2(D) does not present ther-
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mochromic behavior itself, it means, they don’t have a critical switching
temperature (between 0 to 300 °C) where a metal to insulator transition
is evident, however, they do present a transition phase from VO2(D)
to VO2(M) at 165 °C. The phase transition from VO2(D) to VO2(M)
phase is evident in the DSC analysis where an endothermic peak ap-
pears in the first heating cycle. Subsequently the typical performance
of a thermochromic material is observed with an exothermic peak in
the cooling cycle and an endothermic peak in the heating cycle. The
thermochromism of the VO2 sample was corroborated by XRD where
a pure crystalline VO2(M) pattern was obtained.

Tungsten(VI) ethoxide was used as a precursor in order to prepare
tungsten doped VO2(D) nanoparticles. The XRD analysis of the tung-
sten doped prepared samples show a clear VO2(D) pattern, no shifts
in the peak position was noticed, indicating that probably the tungsten
was not incorporated into the vanadium dioxide lattice. However, when
the sample was annealed at low temperature in order to obtain ther-
mochromic VO2, the XRD pattern shows several extra peaks, apart from
the main peaks representing VO2(M). This means, a mixed phase was
obtained forming tungsten oxide particles.

The DSC analysis for the vanadium-tungsten composite samples
shows a transition temperature from VO2(D) to VO2(M) phase at 185
°C, 20 degrees Celsius higher than the undoped samples, however,
no complete transition is observed in the DSC analysis. The sample
presents thermochromic behavior after annealing the sample under ni-
trogen for 2 hours at 180 °C.

Scanning electron microscope images and transmission electron
microscope images show that the size of the as prepared nanoparticles
samples, with and without tungsten included in the preparation, have a
diameter size of around 20-30 nm and a homogeneous round/oval mor-
phology. The size and morphology of the samples, with and without
tungsten, after 2 hours of calcination at 180 °C, remain similar, these
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being 20-30 nanometers with round/oval shape.
Nanoparticles of VO2(D) were prepared for the first time and the

transition to VO2(M) at low temperature (165 °C) and for short time
is very important and novel in the VO2 field. It represents a very easy
and reproducible way to obtain thermochromic VO2 nanoparticles with
better performance for architectural applications.

Thermochromic films with a solar modulation as good as 2.33
%, and transmittance in the visible light at 1.69 % were prepared us-
ing VO2(M) nanoparticles, obtained via mild calcination of VO2(D)
nanoparticles, mixed with PVP and ethanol deposited onto a glass sub-
strate.

The preparation of VO2(D) nanoparticles and their easy transition
into VO2(M) gives the idea of use different precursors in order to obtain
the same VO2(D) phase, and moreover to prepare this newly reported
phase tuning the size and the morphology.



Chapter 4

VO2(D) and W composite
VO2(D) microparticles

4.1 Introduction
Vanadium dioxide has been widely reported and has a range of stud-
ied phases. There are the stable phases (VO2(M) and VO2(R)), the
metastable phases, VO2(A), VO2(B) and VO2(C) [45] [50] and the so
called Magneli phases, that goes from VO2 to V2O3, following the gen-
eral formula VnO2n−1 [41].

As already stated, there is a recently reported phase called VO2(D)
[44] [46] that has gained attention in the VO2 field, as from this phase
it is very easy to obtain thermochromic VO2 at low temperatures (250
- 400 °C) for VO2(D) microparticles [45] [46]. The mentioned phase
does not present thermochromic behavior (which means does not have
a reversible transition from semiconductor to insulator at a fixed tem-
perature), which is one of the most studied topics of VO2, however,
once the monoclinic phase is obtained after mild calcination, the MST
temperature of the product is around 61 °C, lower than reported in the
literature for bulk VO2(M) [34].

VO2(D) has not been fully characterized yet. Microparticles of
VO2(D) have been synthesised in the past, however, a range of different
morphologies are prepared in this work. Different morphologies of VO2
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can be useful for different applications, for example VO2 nanorods have
been used for Li-Ion batteries [143], VO2 nanobelts have been used for
supercapacitor [144] and nanofibers of VO2 have been used for degra-
dation of pollutant from wastewater [145].

Doping VO2 particles is very common in the VO2 field, as it im-
proves the performance of the films/particles.

Tungsten has been widely used as a dopant to decrease the transition
temperature. Manning et al. showed that doping only 2 wt% of tungsten
to the samples, a transition temperature of 25 °C can be obtained [75].

4.2 Aim
Vanadium dioxide has been largely used for batteries, super capacitors
and catalysis [?]. It has been widely reported that the morphology of
VO2 samples plays an important role in their performance, for example
VO2(A) flower like microspheres are used for lithion ion batteries [54].
So, changing the morphology, it is possible to enhance the properties
and widen the application market, therefore the aim of the preparation
of VO2(D) microparticles with different morphologies is to study the
final product for different applications.

Monoclinic VO2 is obtained via VO2(D) after mild annealing. The
properties of the VO2(D) and the obtained VO2(M) are reported in this
chapter.

As tungsten has been largely used as a dopant to decrease the
switching temperature of the VO2(M) closer to room temperature, in
this work, tungsten chloride (IV) was used as a precursor with the in-
tent to dope the VO2(D) microparticles.

4.3 Experimental
All VO2(D) and tungsten composite VO2(D) microparticles were syn-
thesised via hydrothermal synthesis using a 45 mL reactor.

In a typical synthesis to form VO2(D) microparticles, 0.6250 g
(0.0215 mol) of ammonium metavanadate (NH4VO3) used as a vana-
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dium source, 2.52 g (0.027 mol) of oxalic acid (C2H2O4) used as a re-
ducing agent and 0.5 g of polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) 40,000 wt were
mixed (at room temperature) into 50 mL of deionized water with con-
tinuous stirring until a green solution was obtained.

The pH of the solution was adjusted (Table 4.1) using sodium hy-
droxide (NaOH) at 1.0 M concentration, in order to obtain different
morphologies of the VO2(D) microparticles. pH of the solution was
measured using a pH 211 microprocessor pH meter from Hanna Instru-
ments with an error or ± 0.1.

For the tungsten composite samples, 2-7 at % of WCl4 (relative to
the vanadium precursor) used as a dopant, was added to the solution.
The selection of this dopant was constrained as only a limited range of
chemicals was available in Singapore.

The pH of the tungsten - vanadium composite samples was not ad-
justed and the pH of the samples conditions of the prepared samples can
be seen in table 4.2.

Dopant amount calculation is shown in equation 4.1

Massd = Dopant[%]×Massp[g]×
MolarMassd

MolarMassp
(4.1)

where:

Massd: Amount of dopant in grams

Dopant: Molar percentage of dopant required

Massp: Amount of precursor used in the reaction

MolarMassd: Molar mass of dopant

MolarMassp: Molar mass of precursor

The hydrothermal treatment was carried out using 27 mL of the pre-
pared solution poured into a 45 mL Teflon lined autoclave and heated
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Table 4.1: Sample names and descriptions for VO2(D) powders synthesized
by the reaction between NH4VO3 and C2H2O4 in water. NaOH
was used to adjust the pH of the starting solution. All samples were
synthesized via hydrothermal treatment for 24 hours at 220 °C

Sample pH of the starting solution
S01 0.65
S02 0.98
S03 1.05
S04 1.52
S05 2.50
S06 3.51
S07 4.60
S08 5.50
S09 6.91

Table 4.2: Sample names and descriptions for VO2 powders synthesized by
the reaction between NH4VO3 and C2H2O4 in water. WCl4 was
used as the tungsten dopant. All samples were synthesized via hy-
drothermal treatment for 24 hours at 220 °C

Sample pH of the starting solution Dopant (wt%)
S10 0.96 2
S11 0.93 3
S12 0.99 4
S13 1.00 5
S14 0.94 6
S15 1.00 7

at 220 oC for 24 hours. After 24 hours of reaction, the autoclaves were
cooled down to room temperature and the obtained product was col-
lected by centrifugation, washed with deionized water and ethanol and
dried overnight at 60 oC.

4.4 Characterization
In order to study the VO2(D) as prepared, undoped samples and the
effect of the tungsten in the prepared VO2(D) microparticles, a series of
analyses were performed to the samples.

X-ray diffraction studies were carried out using a D8 GADDS
Bruker diffractometer, utilising CuKα radiation between 10 °to 60 °2θ

in order to determine the phase of the vanadium dioxide product ob-
tained. Raman spectroscopy analysis were carried out using a Renishaw
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1000 spectrometer coupled with a 633 nm laser. The calibration of the
equipment was done using a silicon reference.

Morphology and size of the as-prepared samples was studied using
a Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM), JEOL JSM-
6700F instrument with an accelerating voltage of 5 keV.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analysis was performed on
a DSC 1 instrument from Mettler Toledo. The experiments were carried
out between 0 to 300 °C under vacuum with a heating ramp of 5 °C/min.
This analysis was performed in order to see if the samples presented a
phase transition.

X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was conducted on a
Thermo Scientific K-alpha spectrometer with monochromated Al Kα

radiation, a dual beam charge compensation system and constant pass
energy of 50 eV (spot size 400 µm). Survey scans were collected in
the binding energy range 0 to 1200 eV. High-resolution scans were ob-
tained for the principal peaks of V 2p, O 1s and C 1s. Data was cal-
ibrated against C 1s (binding energy, 285.0 eV). Data was fitted using
Casa XPS software.

4.5 Results and discussion
VO2(D) microparticle powders were produced via hydrothermal synthe-
sis using ammonium metavanadate (NH4VO3) as a vanadium source re-
acting with oxalic acid to produce vanadium(IV) oxide, carbon monox-
ide and carbon dioxide as shown in equations 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 suggested
by Phoempoon et al.[146]. The solution had acidic pH which results in
small particle size, good homogeneity and low agglomeration.

2NH4VO3 +4C2H2O4→ (NH4)2[(VO)2(C2O4)3]+2CO2 +4H2O
(4.2)
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(NH4)2[(VO2)(C2O4)3]→ 2VOC2O4 +2NH3 +CO+CO2 +H2O
(4.3)

VOC2O4→ VO2 +CO+CO2 (4.4)

When adding the sodium hydroxide to the preparation in order to
adjust the pH of the solution, orthovanadate, ammonia and water (equa-
tion 4.5) are also produced; this affects the homogeneity of the parti-
cles, producing agglomeration and therefore growth of the particle size.
Moreover, the production of gas during the reaction (NH3, CO and CO2)
contribute to increase the pressure inside the hydrothermal reactor, thus
helping to obtain the required conditions for the formation of the desired
phase.

NH4VO3 +3NaOH→ Na3VO4 +NH3 +2H2 (4.5)

4.5.1 Undoped samples

4.5.1.1 Field emission scanning electron microscope
Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope images were taken in
order to study variation of the morphology and the size of the obtained
VO2(D) by comparison, when the pH of the solution become basic. The
pH of the solution is changed from strongly acidic pH (0.65) to acid pH
at 6.90.

In Figure 4.1 eight different SEM images from samples with dif-
ferent pH are shown. It is clear that the morphology of the samples
changes when the pH of the solution becomes less acidic. When the pH
is strongly acidic (0.65) a star/flower shape is observed (Figure 4.1A),
this kind of morphology has been reported before in other hydrother-
mally produced materials and it resembles the desert rose formation
of minerals [143] [147]. In Figure 4.2 is shown a typical desert rose
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Figure 4.1: SEM of the prepared samples using ammonium metavanadate as
a precursor with different pH: (A) 0.65 (B) 0.98 (C) 1.05 (D) 1.52
(E) 2.50 (F) 3.51 (G) 4.60 (H) 6.91
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formation reported in the literature [147]. At 0.98 pH, Figure 4.1B,
circular fused plates with long coupled particles ≈ 1.5 to 2 µm are
formed. There is no evidence of remaining star/flower structures at this
pH. Making the pH of the solution less acidic to 1.05 in Figure 4.1C we
observe a full sphere formed by attached small particles being the small-
est around ≈ 1 µm and the largest ≈ 3 µm, simulating a rubber ball.
Further increasing the pH to 1.52 in Figure 4.1D a completely differ-
ent structure is shown, looking like cross-shape structures between 0.5
to 1 µm overlapping each other to form a bigger structure. In Figure
4.1E with a pH of 1.52, well defined structures such as a cross-shape
of around 0.25 to 0.5 µm mentioned before are observed, however it
seems that the growth rate has being retarded. At pH 3.51 shows in
Figure 4.1F a more homogeneous structure is seen and the attached par-
ticles seem to be more close to round shape than to elongated particles,
of ≈ 0.25 to 0.50 µm. The particles are not elongated anymore, they
look like a small robust cross coupled forming a ball. For less acidic
pH from 4.60 to 6.91 4.1F, G a complete homogeneous round structure
is obtained. It seems like all the small particle structures seen before
combined to form a complete massive homogeneous sphere, it is not
possible to distinguish small particles forming larger agglomerates.

The formation of these structures is due to the presence of NaOH in
the samples [86]. When the NaOH is added to the precursor solution to
prepare the samples, the solution becomes less acidic, therefore there is
a diminution of the precursor solution solubility, consequently particle
agglomeration is expected. See nucleation and growth of particles in
chapter 1.

Annealing of the VO2(D) samples was performed at 350 °C for 3
hours under nitrogen atmosphere in order to study the phase transition
from VO2(D) to VO2(M) and to control the grain size growth.

In Figure 4.3 it is shown the SEM images of three VO2(D) mi-
croparticles at pH 0.98, 1.52 and 6.91 after annealing. In Figure 4.3A
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Figure 4.2: Desert rose shaped prepared by Lei et al. [147] using zircon diox-
ide as a precursor (SEM scale: 1 µm). Top-right image is an actual
desert rose (formation of crystal clusters of gypsum or baryte) of
6.0 cm in size. Figure used with permission of the author

it is observed that sample S02 at pH 0.98 where thin plates seems to
be attached forming a sort of ball and small rods attached forming balls
also, no growth in the size particle is observed compared to the same
sample before annealing.

In Figure 4.3B, small rods are seen attached to each other, this Fig-
ure represents sample S04 with pH of 1.52 after annealing, as in the
previous case, no growth in the particle size is shown. Sample 09 with
pH of 6.91 is also presented in Figure 4.3C, a series of balls are ob-
served with a diameter of 1.5 to 3 µm, there is no increase in the parti-
cle size that can be noted in this samples by comparison with the SEM
performed before annealing.

The growth of VO2 particle size after annealing at high tempera-
tures for longer times have been reported several times in the literature
[148] [149]. The advantage of annealing VO2 samples at low tempera-
tures (≈ 350 °C) is that no growth (or very small increase) in the particle
size is shown, as was proved in this work. The results discussed above
confirm that it is easy to obtain thermochromic VO2(M) via VO2(D)
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with different morphologies (to be used for different applications) with-
out altering the particle size or morphology initially obtained after ther-
mal treatment at 350 °C.

Figure 4.3: SEM of the prepared samples using ammonium metavanadate as
a precursor with different pH: (A) 0.98 (B) 1.52 (H) 6.91 after
vacuum annealing at 350 °C

4.5.1.2 X-Ray diffraction
XRD patterns of all prepared powders were obtained. The presence
of polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) in the reaction (0.5 g) is required for the
formation of the desired phase VO2(D), as PVP is well-known as crystal
growth modifier and as reducing agent [44] [87] [111]. When PVP is
not added, other phases like VO2(B), VO2(A) or a mixture of vanadium
dioxide phases are obtained as was reported in the literature [44] [131].

Figure 4.4 shows the XRD pattern obtained for six samples with
different pH compared to the VO2(D) pattern from the literature. The
range of the pH used is from 0.65 to 6.90, however, previous work in the
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literature restrict the pH of the solution between 1.5 to 2.5 as another
phase, VO2(B) phase, is formed in their experiments [46], nevertheless,
in this case, VO2(D) is formed for all pH values used as can be seen in
the XRD pattern Figure 4.4.

As NaOH was added to the solution to adjust the pH of the solution,
it is possible to think that sodium orthovanadates were formed (instead
of VO2(D)), however Song et al. study the effect of sodium on the
phase transition of tungsten doped vanadium dioxide [?] and reported
that the sodium added to the solution used for hydrothermal synthesis is
generally removed during the washing step, therefore, it is unlikely the
presence of sodium orthovanadates.

Figure 4.4: XRD pattern of six VO2(D) microparticle samples, with differ-
ent pH obtained via hydrothermal synthesis compared with the
VO2(D) reference pattern from the literature

The as-prepared samples of VO2(D) microparticles were calcinated
in a vacuum furnace at 350 °C for 2 hours in order to obtain ther-
mochromic VO2(M). Annealed powder samples of different phases of
vanadium oxide are regularly reported in the literature, however, the cal-
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cination temperatures needs to be as high as 500 - 600 °C to transform
other phases, like VO2(A,B) into VO2(M) [44] [43]. In terms of VO2(D)
to VO2(M) transformation, Liu et al. performed a heat treatment at 320
°C for 2 hours under pure nitrogen atmosphere [44] while Song et al.

calcined VO2(D) product between 250 to 600 °C for 3 hours. How-
ever only samples calcined at temperatures higher than 500 °C show
thermochromic behavior [45].

Figure 4.5 shows the XRD pattern of the microparticles of VO2(D)
after vacuum annealing at 350 °C for 1 hour; as can be seen, all the
peaks correspond to thermochromic VO2(M), meaning the conversion
was successful and this proves the fact that the monoclinic phase can
be obtained via VO2(D) at low temperature and for a short calcination
time.

Figure 4.5: XRD pattern of the sample S01 VO2(D) microparticles annealed
under vacuum at 350 °C for 2 hours converted into VO2(M) com-
pared with the monoclinic VO2 in the literature

This represents an improvement in the VO2 field, as there is always
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the need to reduce the working/annealing temperatures in a process to
make it easy/safer for reproduction or industrial processes.

4.5.1.3 Differential scanning calorimetry
Differential scanning calorimetry was performed to one VO2(D) mi-
croparticles powder sample (S03) in order to study if this phase presents
a transition phase. The result of the analysis it is presented in Figure 4.6
and as shown, no phase transition is present from 0 to 300 °C, which
means that the sample does not have thermochromic behavior in the
range temperature studied.

In Figure 4.6 it can be observed a slope in the heating cycle around
200 to 300 °C, this can be explained as the starting transformation of
the sample from VO2(D) to VO2(M). We suspect that our sample is
composed of particles of different sizes, and it is possible that the nano-
size particles are facing the transformation that, for the whole micro-
particle system takes places at 350 °C.

Figure 4.6: DSC curves of VO2(D) microparticles from 0 to 300 °C
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The usual route to obtain thermochromic VO2(M) is annealing the
samples of VO2(A,B) at 550 - 600 °C under a controlled atmosphere
for a few hours. For example Popurri et al. reported that is necessary
to anneal VO2(B) particles under vacuum at 550 °C for 1 hour to obtain
VO2(M) [150] and Sahana et al. reported the VO2(B) to VO2(M) tran-
sition after annealing under argon atmosphere between 400 to 500 °C
[151]. Annealing at high temperatures is not recommended as the grain
size of the particles increase and this is not ideal for vanadium diox-
ide as it has been demonstrated that small particle size often represents
better thermochromic performance [67].

In this work, the synthesized samples of VO2(D) microparticles
were annealed at 350 °C under vacuum for 2 hours in order to obtain
thermochromic VO2(M).

Figure 4.7: DSC curves of VO2(M) obtained via micro-VO2(D) after heat
treatment

The required temperature to transform the D phase to the M phase is
much lower than that reported in the literature to obtain thermochromic
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VO2(M) via VO2(B) [150] [151]. The transition from VO2(D) to
VO2(M) has been reported in the literature during calcination of sam-
ples at 300 °C to 600 °C [44] [87] [45].

Figure 4.7 shows the DSC analysis of the VO2(D) samples after
vacuum annealing at 350 °C. In the Figure it can be observed the typical
behavior of a thermochromic VO2 sample where an endothermic peak
appears in the heating cycle around 62 ± 2 °C, no further peaks are
shown up to 200 °C, then an exothermic peak is present in the cooling
cycle around 55 °C. Two samples are shown in this Figure, and in both
cases the samples present an endothermic peak in the heating cycle and
an exothermic peak in the cooling sample, representing the transition
from VO2(M) to VO2(R) and VO2(R) to VO2(M) respectively.

The metal-semiconductor transition (MST) temperature for this
thermochromic sample obtained via VO2(D) is lower than reported in
the literature for bulk VO2(M) which is 68 °C [34] [102], this represents
an improvement, as for architectural applications a temperature close to
25 °C is desired.

4.5.1.4 Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy analysis was performed on the VO2(D) samples in
order to study the vibrational properties of the samples, the result of two
samples with different pH is shown in Figure 4.8.

The spectra in Figure 4.8 could be the spectra of V2O5 [14], how-
ever, Raman bands of V2O3 and V6O13 compounds are very similar to
V2O5 Raman band as reported in the literature by Chen et al. [137] and
Troy [75], therefore, if the band are not well defined it is impossible
to determine if it is a mixture of phases, the V2O5, V6O13 or the V2O3

compound.
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Figure 4.8: Raman spectra of Sample S08 with pH of 5.50 and Raman spectra
of sample S02 with pH of 0.98

4.5.1.5 X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy

Figure 4.9 shows the surface oxidation state of as-prepared VO2(D) mi-
croparticles. The surface oxidation state of the as-prepared sample was
a mixture of V4+ (516.5 eV) and V3+ (515.3 eV). Similar values has
been reported before in the literature (± 0.2 eV) for V4+ by Gracia et

al. [152], Mendialdua et al. [153] and by Colton et al. [154]. For
V3+ these values have been reported in the literature (± 0.2 eV) by
Silversmit et al. [39] and by Mendialdua et al. [153].

The XPS analysis shows mainly presence of vanadium 3+ and vana-
dium 4+. The surface analysis result indicates that there is bigger pro-
portion of vanadium 3+ in the sample, this is probably because during
the hydrothermal synthesis some parts of the sample over reduce the
vanadium 4+, resulting in vanadium 3+.
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Figure 4.9: Surface XPS spectrum for vanadium binding energy from VO2(D)
microparticles prepared via hydrothermal synthesis

On the other hand, with these results it can be concluded that there
is no oxidation of the surface (as expected as result of exposure of vana-
dium 4+ to air) and of the sample due to the absence of detectable vana-
dium 5+.

The analysis were performed 6 months after the preparation of the
samples and stored at room temperature. This is an important result as
the samples are meant to be used because of its thermochromic proper-
ties after calcination of VO2(D) microparticles at low temperatures and
is very important that the samples stay in 4+ oxidation state, so no long
and high annealing temperatures are needed. It is well known that vana-
dium species tends to oxidize in presence of air, however, the as pre-
pared microparticles samples shows stability over the time (6 months).

The XPS results reported in the literature for VO2(D) samples [44],
shows the peak of 2p3/2 at 515.4 eV affirming this is vanadium 4+ bulk
value, however, our analysis shows same value 515.4 eV (± 0.1 eV)
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for vanadium 3+ in concordance with other literature works cited previ-
ously.

The XPS results suggests that the as-prepared VO2(D) sample is
composed on the surface by vanadium 4+ and vanadium 3+, while Ra-
man spectroscopy, also a surface analysis technique, suggest that the
surface of the sample is composed by vanadium 5+, however, it is im-
portant to mention that Raman bands of V2O5 [14] and V2O3 [137] are
very similar and is hard to distinguish between them if the band are not
strong enough.

The surface analysis is not conclusive in terms of the surface oxida-
tion state composition of the as-prepared VO2(D) microparticle sample
as XPS analysis shows a mixture of vanadium 4+ and vanadium 3+
while Raman spectroscopy analysis shows Raman bands than can be
addressed either to V2O5 or V2O3, but no sign of the presence of vana-
dium 4+ in the surface by Raman, however, combining the two surface
analysis it can assumed that the surface of the sample has in its compo-
sition vanadium 3+ and it can be a mixture of different oxidations states
of vanadium.

On the other hand, XRD of the VO2(D) sample shows the typical
VO2(D) pattern reported in the literature, and this result suggest that the
bulk of the sample is composed by vanadium 4+.

4.5.2 Vanadium-Tungsten composite samples

4.5.2.1 Field emission scanning electron microscope
SEM images of samples with 2, 3, 4 and 5 wt% were taken to study
the effect of the tungsten in the morphology of the samples. pH of the
solution of the as-prepared doped samples was not altered, which means
that no agglomeration due to the effect of the NaOH is expected.

The morphology observed in the W-VO2(D) (Figure 4.10) is com-
posed of long rods attached to each other forming, in some cases, star
like structures. The obtained morphology is homogeneous and simi-
lar in all doped samples. Adding different amounts of tungsten to the
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samples does not affect the morphology of the product.

Figure 4.10: SEM of the tungsten composite VO2(D) prepared samples with
(A) 2 wt% (B) 3 wt% (C) 4 wt% (D) 5 wt% of W

The morphology of the tungsten doped samples is different to the
morphology presented by the undoped samples at the same pH, which
means that addition of tungsten acts as a morphology director producing
in all cases star shape long rods.

The pH of the precursor solution used for the doped samples range
between 0.93 to 1.00. Morphology of the un-doped VO2(D) samples
in the mentioned pH range are composed by attached rods in a plate,
forming a sort of spherical structure, while the doped samples, as men-
tioned before, are long rod attached structures forming in some cases
star shape morphology.
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Scanning electron microscopy was performed on the tungsten
doped microparticles VO2(D) samples after vacuum annealing at 350
°C. Figure 4.11 shows the particles morphology of three samples (4.11
A: 2 wt% 4.11 B: 3 wt% and 4.11 C: 4 wt%) after calcination.

The obtained samples after calcination present not only star/elongated
shaped particles, but also round structures. This could be due to the cal-
cination process that provokes the growth of the particle size or due to
the presence of VO2(D) undoped particles, as the morphology obtained
resembles undoped VO2(D).

Figure 4.11: SEM of the W-VO2(D) prepared samples with (A) 2 wt% (B) 3
wt% (C) 4 wt% of W after vacuum calcination at 350 °C

4.5.2.2 X-Ray diffraction

X-Ray diffraction was performed in order to study the phase of the as-
prepared W-VO2(D) particles.

In Figure 4.12 is shown the XRD pattern of the samples intended to
be doped with 2-7 wt% of tungsten compared with the VO2(D) pattern
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from the literature. As can be seen, the peaks are very broad suggesting
that either the particles are on the order of nanometers or that the pro-
duced particles are not fully crystalline. In this case, it is considered that
the as-prepared W-VO2(D) microparticles are composed of agglomer-
ated nanoparticles and this is the reason for the broad peaks.

A common concern that can not be solved via XRD analysis when
broad peaks are shown, is the fact that other phases/compounds are
formed in the product, however, XPS suggests that, only V4+ is present

Figure 4.12: XRD patterns of the obtained VO2(D) doped with 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and
7 wt% of tungsten compared with the VO2(D) pattern presented
in the literature

The extra peaks that are shown in samples with 5, 6 and 7 wt%
of dopant can be indexed to WO3, this means that the tungsten is not
being incorporated into the VO2 lattice but is actually forming tungsten
trioxide. In this case the obtained samples were not tungsten doped but
tungsten-vanadium composite VO2(D).

Tungsten doped samples (2 and 3 wt%) were annealed in vacuum at
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350 °C to produce thermochromic VO2(M). Figure 4.13 shows the ob-
tained pattern for a sample doped with 3 wt% of tungsten relative to the
amount of vanadium. VO2(D) samples with high dopant concentration
(4%, 5% and 6%) were not annealed in this work. The obtained peaks at
2θ = 27.9°, 36.9°, 42.1°and 55.5°correspond to monoclinic VO2 with-
out shift (for tungsten doped VO2 samples, a slight shift towards big
angles is expected, this is because the atomic radius of tungsten is big-
ger than the atomic radius of vanadium). This can indicate that the
tungsten was not incorporated to the lattice, furthermore, the samples
are not doped but are a WO3-VO2 composite.

Figure 4.13: XRD patterns of the obtained VO2(D) doped with 3 wt% of tung-
sten compared with the VO2(D) pattern presented in the literature
after vacuum annealing at 350 °C

Energy-dispersive X-Ray spectroscopy (EDX) was performed on
the samples doped with 2, 3 and 4 wt% to compare the added and the
actual amount of tungsten present in the prepared material. Despite the
fact that there is the presence of tungsten in the samples, as shown in
table 4.3, the added and the measured amount of tungsten in the sam-
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ple does not match. Even more, for sample S11, where the amount of
tungsten was increased compared to sample S10, the measured amount
of tungsten is lower, this could be due to different factors as the error of
the instrument and measurements, uncertainty, non homogeneous dis-
tribution of the tungsten in the sample, among others.

This means that not only the tungsten was not incorporated into
the VO2(D) lattice (but formed tungsten oxide) but also part of it was
washed away. Further experiments have to be done to understand if the
dopant precursor is not the adequate or if the VO2(D) does not allow
dopants,for example, using a different tungsten precursor.

Table 4.3: Results of added and measured (by EDX) tungsten in the as-
prepared samples

Sample Added W (wt%) Measure W (wt%)
S10 2 1.6
S11 3 1.3
S12 4 2.8

4.5.2.3 Differential scanning calorimetry
Differential scanning calorimetry was performed on the samples in or-
der to study the transition phase in the samples.

The analysis was performed before and after annealing to under-
stand if the tungsten composite VO2(D) itself presents any change in
phase transition.

As shown in Figure 4.14, differential scanning calorimetry to a 3
wt% tungsten composite sample was performed from 0 to 300 °C under
a nitrogen atmosphere, no phase transition is shown, as can be seen in
the Figure 4.14, at least not in the range studied. The same analysis was
performed to all doped samples and the same result was obtained, for
simplicity purposes, only one result is shown here.

Differential scanning calorimetry was performed on the tungsten
doped samples after annealing them under vacuum at 350 °C for 2
hours. After annealing the samples, the thermochromic VO2(M) phase
was obtained. It is well known that tungsten is widely used in VO2 to
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Figure 4.14: DSC curves performed to tungsten vanadium composite VO2(D)
with 3 at% of W before annealing

lower the transition temperature, however, as demonstrated in Figure
4.15, the transition temperature does not decrease as expected. Actu-
ally, it is the same transition temperature (61 °C) reported for VO2(D)
undoped samples after annealing. The transition temperature value was
obtained using the integral tool of the DSC analysis software from Met-
tler Toledo.

This result is interpreted as no tungsten was incorporated into the
VO2 lattice (but formed tungsten oxide), corroborating the results dis-
cussed before in the X-Ray diffraction analysis section in this chapter
for doped samples. This can be either because the tungsten precursor
used is not suitable for doping the samples or because the VO2(D) phase
does not allow dopants into the lattice.
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Figure 4.15: DSC curves of tungsten doped VO2(M) obtained via tungsten
doped micro- VO2(D) after heat treatment

4.5.2.4 Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectra of two tungsten doped samples was performed in order
to study the phase of the as prepared samples. Results are shown in
Figure 4.16. The obtained spectrum is seems to be the V2O5 compound
however, as mentioned before, the V2O3 compound has similar Raman
bands, therefore no conclusions can be drawn if the peaks are not very
well defined. There are no extra peaks that suggests the presence of
tungsten compound in the sample.

As Raman is a surface analysis, it is very common to obtain V2O5

in the samples as the surface gets oxidized, however, XPS results for
undoped samples shows a mixture in the composition of vanadium 3+
and vanadium 4+, this can suggests that actually the surface can be a
mixture of vanadium oxide in different oxidations states.

No Raman analysis for tungsten dope VO2(D) microparticles is re-
ported in the literature so far.
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Figure 4.16: Typical V2O5 Raman spectra obtained from two tungsten vana-
dium composite VO2(D) samples with 2 and 6 wt%

4.6 Conclusion
Different morphologies and sizes of microparticles of VO2(D) were
synthesized in this work using oxalic acid as a reducing agent and
NH4VO3 as a precursor via hydrothermal synthesis. The as prepared
samples present different morphologies like a star/flower shape at 0.65
pH with a size of around 1.5-2.5 µm to a big round ball shape at 6.91
pH of 3-4.5 µm.

The studied XRD of the as prepared VO2(D) samples match the
XRD pattern shown in the literature [44]. The obtained peaks are broad,
which advise that the big particles obtained are composed by nanopar-
ticles agglomeration as other analysis suggests that the obtained phase
is pure.

VO2(D) itself does not present thermochromic behavior in the stud-
ied range from 0 to 300 °C, however, thermochromic VO2 is success-
fully produced by annealing the samples under vacuum at 350 °C for 2
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hours. The monoclinic samples present thermochromic behavior with a
MST transition at 61 °C (studied using differential scanning calorimetry
analysis), lower than the bulk VO2 reported in the literature.

Raman spectroscopy was performed and the typical V2O5 spectra
was obtained. This result only can prove that the surface of the samples
were oxidized due to the exposition of the samples to the air. Bulk
analysis can not be performed using this method.

As the obtained particles are in the micron size, preparation of com-
posite thin films using the microparticles without further treatment it is
not easy due to its size.

Tungsten doped VO2(D) were intended to be prepared for the first
time in this work. The XRD pattern obtained for these samples match
the literature VO2(D) for samples doped with 2, 3 and 4 wt%. For
samples with higher quantity of the dopant, the XRD pattern obtained
present extra peaks, indexed to WO3, suggesting that the VO2(D) lat-
tices does not allow higher quantities of dopants.

EDX was performed to the samples in order to check the quan-
tity of tungsten present in the samples and compare it with the added
amount. Tungsten was found in the samples, however, the amount does
not match to the added quantity. This results propose that the tungsten
was not incorporated properly to the lattice and moreover, it was prob-
ably washed during the process.

Tungsten is a widely used dopant in vanadium dioxide film to re-
duce the transition temperature of the thermochomic VO2. The W-
VO2(D) does not present thermochromic behavior itself in the studied
range from 0 to 300 °C, however, after annealing the sample under vac-
uum at 350 °C for 2 hours, VO2(M) is obtained. This product presents
thermochromic behavior and a MST transition at 61 °C. This result rep-
resents an improvement compare to the typical MST transition temper-
ature of bulk VO2(M) at 68 °C, however, no reduction of the MST was
observed for tungsten doped samples.
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Addition of tungsten to the VO2(D) samples results in a star/long
rod shape morphology, meaning that the tungsten is actually acting as
a morphology director in this case. All the studies samples present this
long rod/star shape morphology with an approximate size of 1 µm.

Raman spectroscopy was performed to the tungsten vanadium com-
posite samples, however no bands can be indexed to VO2(D). The ob-
tained spectra correspond to the well known V2O5 Raman spectra [155].



Chapter 5

VO2(D) structure

5.1 Introduction
Vanadium(IV) oxide has different polymorphic forms; VO2(A),
VO2(B), VO2(C) and the recently reported VO2(D). Vanadium(IV)
oxide has been widely studied since it was reported back in the late
1950s. Different phases and the so called Magneli phases have been
identified, studied and reported in the literature.

The last reported phase, VO2(D), have gained interest in the field
because it can be transformed into thermochromic VO2 after mild cal-
cination (around 180 °C in our published work [87]) under a controlled
atmosphere during short periods of time. Moreover, nanoparticles and
microparticles of VO2(M) obtained via VO2(D) have a phase transition
from monoclinic to tetragonal phase at lower temperatures (≈ 61 °C)
than the bulk VO2(M) (68 °C).

The VO2(D) phase has not been studied extensively, however, it can
gain even more importance in the field as it is possible to obtain pure
VO2(D) microparticles with different morphologies that can be used for
diverse applications such as sensors, batteries among others.

5.2 Aim
The main objective of this chapter is to demonstrate experimentally that
the recently reported VO2(D) phase is indeed, a new phase of vana-
dium(IV) oxide and not a mixture of vanadium dioxide phases, and also
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to discuss in detail the VO2(D) crystal structure proposed in the litera-
ture compared with the results obtained in this work.

5.3 Important definitions
Crystallinity: periodic array in large atomic distances [156].

Crystal structures: description of the ordered arrangement of atoms,
ions or molecules in a crystalline material [156].

Unit Cell: small repeating entity of the atomic structure. It defines
the crystal structure with the atom position [156].

Lattice parameter: physical dimension of unit cells in a crystal lat-
tice. For 3-D arrays there are usually three lattice constants, named a,
b and c [156]. Table 5.1 shows some crystal systems with its respective
lattice constants [156].

Table 5.1: Crystal systems parameters

System Lattice constant and angles
Cubic a = b = c, α=β=γ = 90°

Tetragonal a = b 6= c, α = β = γ = 90°
Orthorhombic a 6= b 6= c, α = β = γ = 90°
Rhombohedral a = b = c, α = β = γ 6= 90°
Hexagonal a = b 6= c, α = β = 90°, γ = 120°
Monoclinic a 6= b 6= c, α = γ = 90°, 6= β

Triclinic a 6= b 6= c, α 6= β 6= γ 6= = 90°

Indexing: assigning the correct Miller indices to each peak of a
diffraction pattern.

Phase ID or pattern matching: match an experimental diffraction
pattern with a database of diverse diffraction patterns until finding a
similar one.

Dicvol: Program written in Fortran 77 and used to index new struc-
tures from powder diffraction pattern [157]. Dicvol requires, among
others, the input of the number of peaks that the new pattern has, the
type of crystallographic system that wants to be examined, the 2θ peak
position and also information about the wavelength used to collect the
data. The program offers as a result a series of lattice parameters corre-
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sponding to different crystal systems such as cubic, tetragonal, hexago-
nal, orthorhombic, monoclinic and triclinic.

Rietveld: Rietveld refinement is a very well known technique de-
scribed by Hugo Rietveld used to characterize crystalline materials
[158]. The Rietveld method uses the least squares of a refined theoreti-
cal powder pattern lines until it matches with the experimental powder
XRD pattern [159].

5.4 Experimental and characterization
All VO2(D) products were synthesized via hydrothermal synthesis us-
ing a 45 mL reactor.

In a typical synthesis to form VO2(D) microparticles (samples M1
and M3 in this chapter), 0.625 g (0.0215 mol) of ammonium meta-
vanadate (NH4VO3) was used as a vanadium source, 2.52 g of oxalic
acid (0.0279 mol) (C2H2O4) was used as a reducing agent and 0.5 g of
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) were mixed into 50 mL (at room tempera-
ture) of deionized water with continuous stirring until a green solution
was obtained.

In a typical synthesis to form VO2(D) nanoparticles (samples N1
and N2 in this chapter) the reaction took place in a 45 mL lined au-
toclave over 48 hours at 240oC. The samples were prepared by mix-
ing 0.45 g (0.0024 mol) of vanadium pentoxide (V2O5) as a vanadium
source, 0.75 mL (0.0140 mol) of sulfuric acid (H2SO4) as a reducing
agent and 0.25 mL (0.0079 mol) of hydrazine (to promote formation of
the desired phase) into 10 mL of DI water. The solution was vigorously
stirred for 3-5 minutes to obtain a green solution.

To obtain VO2(D) nanoparticles it is very important to control the
pH of the solution. This has to be in range of 6.6 to 6.9; outside of
this range, other phases like V2O3, VO2(B) (or mixture of phases) are
obtained.

The pH of the starting solution for microparticles and nanoparticles
was adjusted using sodium hydroxide (NaOH) at 1.0 M concentration.
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X-Ray diffraction studies were carried out using a D8 GADDS
Bruker diffractometer, utilising CuKα radiation between 10°to 60°2θ .
Raman spectroscopy analysis were carried out using a Renishaw 1000
spectrometer coupled with a 633 nm laser. The calibration of the equip-
ment was done using a silicon reference.

For the X-Ray absorption near edge structure the VO2(D) sam-
ples were measured on XAFCA beamline (beamline features [160])
at the Singapore synchrotron light source. A Si(111) double crystal
monochromator was equipped to filter the X-Rays. The samples were
pressed to pellets with 10 mm diameter and data were recorded un-
der transmission mode. Analysis of the obtained data was performed
by Dr. Ian Godfrey using Athena 0.9.25 [?]; multiple scans from each
film were merged to improve signal-to-noise ratio, followed by an edge-
jump normalization.

To suggest a new VO2(D) crystal structure, the pattern matching
technique, Dicvol program and Rietveld refinement, explained before,
were used.

5.5 VO2(D) in the literature
VO2(D) was presented in the literature for the first time by B.Y. Qu
et al [161] in 2011 publishing the ”theoretical study of the new com-
pound VO2(D)” where the authors presents a proposed crystallographic
structure for the new phase and compare the simulations with the exper-
imental results obtained by L. Liu and Y. Xie in an articled submitted
for publication in the New Journal of Physics.

In B.Y. Qu et al. [?] work it is suggested that the VO2(D) unit cell
have a parallelepiped shape and furthermore in the work is proposed
that the transition from VO2(D) to VO2(R) at 320 °C is mainly induced
by the thermal motions of vanadium atoms, and the thermal motion of
vanadium atoms are provoked by three vibrational modes at different
temperatures [161].

In 2012, Liang Liu’s published a work titled: New-Phase VO2 mi-
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cro / nanostructures: investigation of phase transformation and mag-
netic properties in the New Journal of Chemistry [44] where the new
vanadium(IV) oxide phase is reported experimentally for the first time
in the literature. The authors suggest that the VO2(D) structure is
isostructural with monoclinic nickel tungstate compound with the re-
placement of Ni and W atoms by V atoms. Their experiments shows
a transition from VO2(D) to VO2(R) at 320 °C after 2 hours calcina-
tion under a pure nitrogen atmosphere. Furthemore, a band gap of 0.33
eV was reported in this work after temperature-dependent DC electrical
conductivity measurements [44].

By 2016, Zhengdong Song et al. published their work: Control-
lable synthesis of VO2(D) and their conversion to VO2(M) nanostruc-
tures with thermochromic phase transition properties where ammonium
metavanadate and oxalic acid dihydrate were used as precursor and re-
ducing agent respectively to produce VO2(D) by hydrothermal synthesis
at temperatures ranging 160 to 220 °C. It was determined that temper-
atures from 160 to 180 °C promote the formation of VO2(B), while
temperatures from 180 to 220 °C favours the production of VO2(D).
The effect of the precursor content and reaction times were studied to
determine different sizes and morphologies of the VO2(D) product [45].

In the literature its also reported in two different works from Li
Zhong et al. [46] and Ming li et al. [162] the use of VO2(D) as a prior
step to obtain thermochromic VO2.

5.6 VO2(D) structure

VO2(D) is a recently reported phase of vanadium. New phases, as new
compounds, have a characteristic structure. Solving the structure of a
new compound or phase can be difficult. In this section, general meth-
ods for solving new structures will be mentioned. VO2(D) phase struc-
ture presented in the literature will be reviewed.
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5.6.1 General solving structure strategy
There are different techniques to solve the structure of an unknown
material, in this section a general solving structure strategy (accord-
ing to different authors) is presented for data obtained by X-Ray pow-
der diffraction [163] [164] [165]. However, following these steps do
not guarantee the structure solution, the nature of the data (crystalline,
noisy, etc.) and the complexity of the compound will determine the best
way to solve a new structure. The steps mentioned below are only a
general guide, but not a definitive way for solving unknown structures.

1. Collect high resolution and high quality X-Ray powder data

2. Inspect the data and identify the peak position

3. Index peaks to obtain the lattice parameters

4. Determine space group

5. Solve the crystal structure (pattern matching for example)

6. Structure refinement by Rietveld Method

In our particular case, these guidelines did not work, probably be-
cause the experimental data presented broad peaks. The methods used
were:

• The pattern matching, using the National Chemical Database Ser-
vice looking for similar binary and ternary oxides patterns that
match the experimental one

• The Dicvol indexing program used to obtain a series of suggested
lattice parameters to narrow the search of matching patterns using
the National Chemical Database Service.

• The Rietveld technique used to refine the obtained data from
Dicvol program in order to propose a possible structure for
VO2(D).
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However, later in this chapter a more accurate approach to the new
VO2(D) phase structure is proposed by us (following the mentioned
methods) as the VO2(D) structure reported in the literature, in our opin-
ion, is incorrect.

5.6.2 VO2(D) proposed crystal structure reported in
the literature

B.Y. Qu et al. presented in 2011 a VO2(D) calculated structure using
computational approach [161]. In Figure 5.1 is shown the structure sug-
gested by the authors. Where the green balls represent the Vanadium
atoms and the red ones represent oxygen. The unit cell is enclosed by a
black line in a form of a parallelepiped.

Figure 5.1: The structure of VO2(D) suggested by B.Y. Qu et al. The green
balls represent the vanadium while the red balls represent the oxy-
gen ions. The unit cell is enclosed by a black line in a form of a
parallelepiped. Figure used with permission of the authors. [161]

In Table 5.2 are presented the lattice parameters proposed by B.Y.
Qu et al. for VO2(D).
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Table 5.2: Suggested lattice parameters by B.Y. Qu et al for VO2(D) [161]

Lattice
parameters

a b c β

4.584 5.5580 4.956 89.82

The authors correlated this model prediction with those of Liu et al.

On the other hand, Liang Liu et al. present in their work a exper-
imental and calculated XRD pattern for the new phase VO2(D) [44].
Their results are shown in Figure 5.2

Figure 5.2: Experimental and calculated XRD pattern by Liang Liu et al. Fig-
ure used with permission of the authors [44]

In their work, the authors start from the premise that the VO2(D)
obtained pattern resembles nickel tungstate. As tungsten, nickel and
vanadium have similar ionic radii, Liang Liu et al [44] shows a cal-
culated VO2(D) pattern replacing nickel(II) (0.69 Å) and tungsten(VI)
(0.74 Å) ions of nickel tungstate by vanadium(IV) (0.72 Å) ions [44].
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In appendix D are shown the structural and crystallographic param-
eters suggested by Liang Liu et al. for the VO2(D) phase.

5.7 Results and discussion
In this section some experiments were performed in order to prove that
VO2(D) is indeed a new phase of vanadium(IV) oxide and also a new
structure for the new phase VO2(D) is proposed and discussed.

5.7.1 VO2(D), a new vanadium(IV) oxide phase
In order to better understand the so called new phase and investigate if
it is actually a new phase, some experiments were performed.

Figure 5.3 shows the VO2(D) microparticles and nanoparticles
XRD pattern of two samples prepared in this work (presented in chap-
ters 3 and 4) compared to the VO2(D) XRD pattern presented in the
literature [44].

As can be seen in Figure 5.3 the results presented in this work
match to the results reported in the literature. This confirms that, in-
deed, VO2(D) newly reported phase can be prepared via hydrothermal
synthesis using two different precursors (NH4VO3 and V2O5) obtaining
the same results.

As the product does not seem to be fully crystalline and since the
obtained pattern has been compared in the literature with the nickel
tungstate XRD pattern, it was hypothesized that addition of NiWO4 (as
a template) to the reaction mixture might act to improve the crystallinity,
this is because the addition of NiWO4 will act as a seed [166] [167] and
will promote the formation of the desire phase (reported phase) with im-
proved crystallinity, therefore, VO2(D) microparticles were synthesized
via hydrothermal synthesis adding 2wt% of pure NiWO4 to the reaction.
The addition of NiWO4 can act as structure template, as it resembles to
VO2(D) (according to the literature) and possibly produce a crystalline
product easier to analyze, or, it is also possible that the product shows a
crystalline NiWO4 pattern and extra peaks corresponding to VO2(D).
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Figure 5.3: XRD pattern of VO2(D) presented in the literature and VO2(D)
microparticles and nanoparticles prepared in this work

Figure 5.4 shows the XRD pattern of the as prepared VO2(D) sam-
ple with 2wt% of NiWO4 added as a seed. As can be seen in Figure
5.4, the crystallinity of the product has not improved, it means sharper
peaks are not noticed and the obtained XRD pattern correspond to the
VO2(D) pattern reported in the literature [46]. No extra peaks that can
be indexed to the nickel tungstate are shown. The presence of nickel
tungstate in this reaction seems to not act as a template as no crystalline
peaks that can be addressed to NiWO4 are observed and moreover the
obtained XRD pattern does not resemble to NiWO4 XRD pattern, in
our opinion. It can be possible that the broad peaks of VO2(D) mask the
nickel tungstate peaks. No conclusions can be drawn at this point about
the new phase structure and its similarity to nickel tungstate.

As no conclusive results were obtained preparing VO2(D) with
NiWO4 seed, VO2(D) have been synthesized via hydrothermal syn-
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Figure 5.4: XRD pattern of the product obtained after synthesizing VO2(D)
with 2% of pure NiWO4

thesis and studied in this work using different precursors and reaction
times.

The X-Ray diffraction pattern of the obtained VO2(D) sample was
compared by a simple inspection of the peak position to all known vana-
dium Magneli phases and VO2 polymorphs, and none of them, or a
mixture of them, match the obtained pattern.

In Appendix B can be observed the obtained VO2(D) XRD pat-
tern of a sample prepared via hydrothermal synthesis in this work and
the well known patterns of the vanadium Magneli phases and different
polymorphs of VO2. By inspection is impossible to fit all the obtained
peaks to one or various vanadium phases, this suggests that the VO2(D)
phase is indeed a new phase.

Analysis such as Raman spectroscopy and X-Ray absorption near
edge structure were performed to the samples to confirm that the ob-
tained samples are indeed a new phase of vanadium(IV) oxide.
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Raman spectroscopy is a near-surface analysis that studies the
photon-phonon interactions [168], each compound have a defined spec-
trum as a fingerprint. Vanadium(IV) oxide is sensitive in the presence of
air and oxidizes easily, hence it is very hard to obtain an actual pattern
from VO2 polymorph in powder form. Most of the VO2 Raman anal-
ysis found in the literature are performed on films [169] [170], this is
because films tends to oxidize slower than nanoparticles and micropar-
ticles due to its smaller surface area, therefore any surface analysis will
be more accurate.

Raman spectroscopy was performed to the as prepared VO2(D)
powders. The obtained pattern is shown in Figure 5.5.

It is common for vanadium oxide analysis in powders to obtain
V2O5 Raman spectrum, as result of the surface oxidation however, it
worth mentioning that Raman spectrum of V2O5 and V2O3 are very
similar, being actually very hard to distinguish between them if the data
does not show well defined bands [171] [172].

The obtained Raman bands for the as prepared VO2(D) powder
show similarities to the V2O5 and V2O3 Raman spectra, as this is a
surface analysis technique, the information does not provide any new
evidence in the investigation of the new vanadium(IV) oxide phase.

Further analyses were performed to the sample to try to obtain a
characteristic Raman spectrum for the newly reported VO2(D) phase.
The as prepared sample was placed in a glove box in nitrogen atmo-
sphere, ground in a mortar and sealed into a 0.3 mm capillary.

Raman spectroscopy was performed on the samples inside the cap-
illary, and no bands were observed, this is due to the difficulty to focus
the laser in the sample through a curve surface (capillary). The sample
was removed from the capillary and Raman analysis was performed im-
mediately in order to avoid oxidation. The obtained Raman spectrum
(Figure 5.6) shows three bands at 241±1, 381±1 and 713±1 cm−1.
Those bands does not match to any Raman bands for vanadium reported
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Figure 5.5: Raman spectroscopy of the as prepared VO2(D) powder handled
in air

in the literature to our knowledge.

This result suggests that this is the characteristic Raman spectrum
for VO2(D) phase and a demonstration that VO2(D) phase is actually
another vanadium oxide phase and not a mixture of phases, as this is not
reported in the literature for any other vanadium polymorph or Magneli
phase.

X-Ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) analysis give de-
tails on how X-Rays are absorbed by an atom [173] and in addition
helps on the determination of the oxidation state of a compound [123].
As vanadium oxide have different phases and polymorphs, XANES was
performed on the as prepared VO2(D) samples in order to determine the
oxidation state and compare the result with the existing XANES in the
literature.

Figure 5.7 shows the XANES spectra of four VO2(D) as prepared
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Figure 5.6: Raman spectroscopy of the as prepared VO2(D) powder ground in
nitrogen atmosphere and sealed into a 0.3 mm capillary

samples. Two of the samples, denoted as M1 and M3, represent VO2(D)
microparticles prepared using ammonium metavanadate as a precursor
(experimental details in section 5.4). The other two samples, denoted
as N1 and N2, represent VO2(D) nanoparticles (experimental details in
section 5.4), prepared using V2O5 as a precursor.

The pre-edge peak position is at ≈ 5465 eV and the intensity of
the pre-edge compared to the edge provides information related to the
oxidation state of the compounds [174]. In this case, the intensity of
the pre-edge excludes the presence of V2O5, as the pre-edge of this
one presents a pronounced peak, as can be see in Figure 5.8 where the
XANES of V0, V2O3, VO2 and V2O5 are shown.

The pre-edge peak intensity of the as prepared samples also pre-
clude the presence of pure vanadium metal. Analyzing the pre-edge
peak intensity of the as-prepared VO2(D) sample compared to the liter-
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Figure 5.7: Normalized XANES spectra for the as prepared VO2(D) mi-
croparticles M1 and M3 and VO2(D) nanoparticles N1 and N2

ature 5.8, seems that the as-prepared VO2(D) samples are mainly vana-
dium 4+, however, it is possible to also have vanadium 3+.

The relative calculated amounts (using Athena software) of vana-
dium 3+ and vanadium 4+ in the samples, after XANES spectra analysis
are shown in table 5.3.

The results presented in table 5.3 suggests that for samples M1
and M3 (representing VO2(D) microparticles) the bulk composition is
mainly vanadium 4+ and the rest represents vanadium 3+. The vana-
dium 3+ is probably result of reduced vanadium 4+ during the hy-
drothermal synthesis reaction. On the other hand, the results presented
in table 5.3 for samples N1 and N2 (representing VO2(D) nanoparticles)
suggests that almost 100 % of the sample is composed by vanadium 4+.

In table 5.3 can be observed a 10% difference in the vanadium 3+
and vanadium 4+ composition between samples M1 and M3, the dif-
ference is considerable and this can be due to several reasons. It is
possible that during the hydrothermal synthesis the reduction of one of
the samples occurs faster than the other, and this provokes the higher
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Figure 5.8: Normalized XANES spectra of V, V2O3, VO2 and V2O5 reference
samples in powder

Table 5.3: Oxidation state of VO2(D) microparticles samples M1, M3 and
VO2(D) nanoparticles samples N1, N2 where: R is the residual
factor: measure of the agreement between the model and the exper-
imental results.

Sample V3+ /at% V4+ /at% R factor
M1 25.9(8) 74.8(8) 0.0008192
M3 35.8(8) 65.7(8) 0.0009964
N1 7(1) 93(1) 0.0019344
N2 6(1) 92(1) 0.0021917
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presence of vanadium 3+. Another possible reason for this difference in
the vanadium 3+ content could be due to the pellet preparation. It must
be remembered the vanadium phase diagram (chapter 2), where small
changes in temperature or pressure leads to a different oxidation state
or polymorph of vanadium. Small changes like the pressure inside the
vessel due to bad sealing of the reactor, can lead into different products.

In the case of the nanoparticles samples, N1 and N2, the difference
between them is not significant in terms of the vanadium 3+ and vana-
dium 4+ composition, actually, taking into account the uncertainty it
can be said that there is no difference between N1 and N2 composition.

All the fittings were done using VO2(M) as standard reference
for vanadium 4+, however, as samples N1 and N2 (corresponding to
VO2(D) nanoparticles) have a very good fitting with the vanadium 4+
oxidation state (shown before in Figure 5.7), and there is no report in
the literature for a VO2(D) XANES spectrum (reported and suggested
to be a newly VO2 phase in the 4+ oxidation state [87] [44]), XANES
spectrum from sample N1 was used as standard reference for VO2(D)
and samples M1 and M3 were fitted against this new reference. This
was done in order to understand if VO2(D) was indeed a new vanadium
dioxide phase with a distinctive XANES spectrum.

In Figure 5.9A,B are shown the fittings of samples M1 and M3
respectively. The fitting is very good, but still there is an important part
of the composition of samples M1 and M3 in the vanadium 3+ oxidation
state as can be observed in Table 5.4.
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Table 5.4: Oxidation state of VO2(D) microcroparticles samples M1, M3 us-
ing as vanadium 4+ reference the as-prepared VO2(D) nanoparticle
sample N1. The R value represent the residual factor: measure of
the agreement between the model (sample N1) and the experimen-
tal results.

Sample N1/at% V2O3/at% R factor
M1 79(1) 22(1) 0.0017824
M3 69.9(9) 31.6(9) 0.0010698

Figure 5.9: (A) Normalized XANES spectra against VO2(D) standard (N1
sample) of samples M1 (B) Normalized XANES spectra against
VO2(D) standard (N1 sample) of samples M3

These good fittings against VO2(D) nanoparticles and VO2(D) mi-
croparticles confirm that, in fact, we can produce VO2(D) nanoparticles
and microparticles (with different morphologies), being these mainly
vanadium 4+ and using different precursors.

On the other hand, these results presented here corroborate the ones
obtained by XPS previously (chapters 3 and 4) where the as-prepared
VO2(D) microparticles and nanoparticles are composed not only by
vanadium 4+ but also vanadium 3+.

The XANES results shows that VO2(D) samples are mainly com-
posed by vanadium 4+ with a component of vanadium 3+, besides
that, XPS spectroscopy results also shows that VO2(D) is a mixture of
vanadium 3+ and vanadium 4+, while Raman spectroscopy and X-Ray
diffraction results show a new Raman spectra and X-Ray pattern for the
VO2(D) microparticles and nanoparticles as-prepared samples. These
results all together suggests that either VO2(D) is indeed a new phase of
vanadium(IV) oxide with over-reduced vanadium explaining the pres-
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ence of vanadium 3+ on the samples, or it is new vanadium oxide but
possibly a Magneli-like phase with vanadium 3+ present.

5.7.2 VO2(D) structure elucidation and comparison
with the literature

Liang Liu et al. suggests that the XRD pattern of the VO2(D) resem-
bles to the XRD pattern of nickel tungstate. Previously in Figure 5.2
was shown the VO2(D) experimental pattern obtained by the authors
compared to the nickel tungstate.

In order to compare the published results of VO2(D) with the ones
obtained in this work, Figure 5.10 shows the XRD pattern of the ex-
perimental VO2(D) prepared in this work via hydrothermal synthesis
compared to the nickel tungstate XRD pattern.

Figure 5.10: Simulated XRD pattern of nickel tungstate compared to the XRD
pattern obtained from a prepared sample via hydrothermal syn-
thesis

As can be observed in Figure 5.10 the VO2(D) pattern and the nickel
tungstate pattern have some similarities, however they are not identical.
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The intensities are clearly not the same, nevertheless, the comparison
is done between two completely different compounds even though the
vanadium, nickel and tungsten have similar ionic radii, but completely
different atomic number. According to our opinion it is not accurate
to say that nickel tungstate and VO2(D) XRD patterns resemble each
other, in the present work.

Following with the published results in VO2(D), as mentioned be-
fore, Liang Liu et al. shows a calculated VO2(D) pattern replacing
nickel (0.69 Å) and tungsten (0.74 Å) atoms of nickel tungstate by vana-
dium (0.72 Å) atoms [44] and the resultant calculated pattern and com-
parison with the experimental pattern is shown in Figure 5.2 [44].

In order to understand the results presented by the author and fol-
lowing the same analysis criteria used in the published work, different
XRD patterns were simulated using nickel tungstate (NiWO4) as ref-
erenced. It have to be remembered that each material has a different
diffraction pattern, that is the reason why changing atoms in certain
structure, the diffraction pattern changes. The simulated patterns were:

• A pattern replacing nickel atoms by vanadium atoms.

• A pattern replacing tungsten atoms by vanadium atoms.

• A pattern replacing nickel and tungsten atoms by vanadium atoms.

In Figure 5.11 are shown the resultant simulated patterns obtained.
As can be seen, and expected, all the obtained patterns are similar

between them, except by the fact that the intensities of the peaks are dif-
ferent for each case. The only conclusion that can be drawn from this
result is the fact that by replacing nickel and tungsten atoms by vana-
dium atoms in the nickel tungstate structure does not provide a XRD
pattern that really fits the new VO2(D) phase in our opinion.

In our opinion, the results shown by the authors regarding the
VO2(D) does not seem accurate, mainly because the XRD pattern of
the experimental VO2 does not resemble to nickel tungstate as VO2(D)
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XRD pattern shows 5 main peaks with strong intensity that can be
recognized easily while nickel tungstate present only one peak with a
strong intensity and several others with no strong intensities, that in
our opinion do not match with the VO2(D) XRD, therefore, the space
group, crystal system and indexing of the synthesised VO2 do not match
the experimental results.

Figure 5.11: Nickel tungstate XRD pattern compared to other simulated pat-
terns using as reference the NiWO4: (A) a pattern replacing
nickel atoms by vanadium atoms (B) a pattern replacing tung-
sten atoms by vanadium atoms (C) a pattern replacing nickel and
tungsten atoms by vanadium atoms.

5.7.2.1 VO2(D) proposal
To solve the structure of a new compound is not an easy task and even
less when the experimental pattern to be solved does not have sharp
peaks, as in the present case.

The easiest starting point to solve the structure of a new compound,
as mentioned before, is using the pattern matching technique, adding
the obtained pattern to a XRD database software and compare the ob-
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tained pattern with the database. This technique was used in the present
work using the software ”Match!”, and the most similar XRD pattern,
according to the software, was nickel tungstate. It was shown previously
that the nickel tungstate pattern does not fit to VO2(D).

A manual pattern matching search was performed using the Na-
tional Chemical Database Service database, where XRD patterns of bi-
nary and ternary oxides were searched in order to compare by simple
eye inspection to the experimental VO2(D) XRD pattern. The search
was unsuccessful, as the XRD patterns found in the search were not
similar to the experimental VO2(D).

Manual pattern matching is often used as first step in the phase iden-
tification of new compounds, the process consist of searching (initially)
for compounds that have the same molecular formula and compare the
unknown compound XRD pattern with the database XRD patterns to
check if there are coincidences, if no XRD pattern is similar, the search
continues with compounds with a different formula (compared to the
unknown compound) until a similar XRD pattern is found.

As mentioned before, the manual search of XRD patterns of binary
and any other oxide (for example TiO2, MnO2, NbO2 and so on follow-
ing the formula XO2 and then XxOx) was unsuccessful and lead to a the
manual pattern matching using different formula than the unknown one.

Following these two unsuccessful searches, Dicvol program (men-
tioned before) was used to index the pattern. The information given to
the program include the 2θ position of the six main peaks of the empir-
ically obtained VO2(D) XRD pattern and the wavelength used to collect
the powder data.

The program output suggested 36 possible sets of lattice parameters
that fit the input data. From the 36 solutions, 32 of them are monoclinic
systems, 2 tetragonal systems and 2 orthorhombic system.

Using the suggested unit cell to each proposed system by the Dicvol
program, and doing a manual search at the National Chemical Database
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Service of the possible structures with a similar unit cell structure, it was
possible to narrow the search to four compounds that present similar
patterns to the VO2(D). The four compounds are CoCu2O3, LaNiO2,
GaAs and FeB.

In Figure 5.12 can be seen the XRD pattern of the as prepared
VO2(D) sample, compared to the four compounds that according to our
research, can possibly fit the XRD pattern of the VO2(D).

Figure 5.12: XRD patterns of CoCu2O3 (ICSD 33996), LaNiO2 (ICSD
153058), GaAs (ICSD 43951) and FeB (ICSD 391329) com-
pared to the XRD pattern of VO2 selected to perform a refine-
ment in order to propose a VO2(D) structure

By simple inspection, seems that the compound LaNiO2 is a good
candidate to try a refinement and obtain a calculated XRD pattern to
index the new D phase of vanadium(IV) oxide.

LaNiO2 is a reduced form of LaNiO3 perovskite [175] [176] with
an orthorhombic crystal structure and was the closest match to VO2(D)
pattern obtained by us. XRD patterns were simulated by replacing La
and Ni atoms by V atoms in the structure of LaNiO2 as the first approach
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done to the structure refinement (final refinement parameters are shown
in appendix C).

Figure 5.13 A, B and C shows the structure and XRD pattern of
LaNiO2, LaNiO2 with La and Ni atoms replaced by V atoms, and
LaNiO2 with La and Ni atoms replaced by V and with refined a, b
and c parameters, respectively. It can be seen how the atomic struc-
ture change after the atoms replacement, as well as the intensities of the
XRD patterns.
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Figure 5.13: (A) LaNiO2 crystal structure and XRD pattern (B) LaNiO2 with
replaced La and Ni by V vanadium atoms and XRD pattern (C)
LaNiO2 with replaced La and Ni by V vanadium atoms, modified
a, b and c parameters and XRD pattern

Figure 5.14 shows the XRD pattern of the LaNiO2 after the atoms
replacement and changes in the lattice parameters of the LaNiO2 struc-
ture compared with the VO2(D) pattern.

The obtained pattern after refinement is still not identical to the
VO2(D) pattern, but seems to be a better fit than the nickel tungstate.
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In appendix C are shown the parameters for the simulated XRD pattern
after LaNiO2 refinement.

Figure 5.14: XRD pattern of the as prepared VO2(D) sample compared to the
LaNiO2 XRD pattern after refinement

The obtained data was used to perform Rietveld refinement in order
to properly solve the VO2(D) structure new phase, unfortunately, the Ri-
etveld refinement was unsuccessful and the proper phase identification
of the VO2(D) was not possible because the model is not close enough
to correct the structure.

The proposed XRD pattern in Figure 5.14 may not represent the
final structure of the VO2(D) new phase, however, this proposal is, ac-
cording to us, a closer guess to the real structure, compared to the nickel
tungstate match proposed in the literature.

Despite the discrepancies between the published VO2(D) structure
and our views, the VO2(D) pattern accepted in the literature will be the
reference XRD pattern for all the presented experimental data results
obtained in this work.
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5.8 Conclusions
This chapter discusses the literature around the so called new phase of
vanadium(IV) oxide, VO2(D).

Experiments such as X-Ray diffraction, Raman spectroscopy and
X-Ray absorption near edge structure makes us think that VO2(D) is
indeed a new polymorph of vanadium(IV) oxide.

In this work, a Raman spectrum is shown for the first time and is
suggested to be the typical Raman spectrum for VO2(D) with Raman
shift bands at 241±1, 381±1 and 713±1 Raman shift / cm−1.

XANES analysis provide evidence that the obtained powder
(VO2(D)) is mainly composed by vanadium 4+, this finding make
more strong the thesis that VO2(D) is a new phase of vanadium diox-
ide. XANES analysis were performed to VO2(D) microparticles and
nanoparticles samples prepared using different precursors (vanadium
pentoxide and ammonium metavanadate).

Likewise, the inspection of the XRD pattern of the as prepared
VO2(D) compared to all known vanadium Magneli phases and vana-
dium(IV) oxide polymorphs XRD lead to the conclusion that the ob-
tained VO2 product is not a mixture of phases, and effectively is a new
XRD pattern corresponding to VO2(D).

Dicvol software was used in order to obtain a series of possible
structures for the newly D phase, and from the obtained results, a struc-
ture is proposed. This suggested structure is a refinement of the LaNiO2

however, the exact structure parameters could not be obtained after us-
ing Rietveld refinement.

5.9 Suggestions
Difficulties have been found in order to solve the structure of the new D
phase of vanadium(IV) oxide. A crystalline XRD pattern of the VO2(D)
phase would be ideal in order to do a refinement.

Future work will focus on trying to grow a single crystal of VO2(D).
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A single crystal will provide an excellent XRD pattern for the refine-
ment, this could be achieved performing the hydrothermal VO2(D) re-
action for long periods of time, or calcinating the VO2(D) product at
low temperatures and in different atmospheres (nitrogen, argon, air, vac-
uum) for long times.

Future works on the VO2(D) phase identification will include pow-
der X-Ray diffraction using synchrotron data. Synchrotron data will
provide high quality in the XRD pattern, making easier the data refine-
ment.

VO2(D) has been synthesized only using ammonium metavanadate
and vanadium pentoxide (used for the first time in this work to pre-
pare VO2(D)) as precursors, future work will include to trying different
precursors and reactions times to obtain the same phase with improved
crystallinity.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 Summary of results
This thesis has studied the synthesis of vanadium dioxide (VO2) thin
films and particles (nanoparticles and microparticles) aimed to be
used for technological applications as smart windows. Sol-gel/spin
coating technique and Aerosol-Assisted Chemical Vapour Deposition
(AACVD) were the techniques used to synthesize vanadium dioxide
thin films, while hydrothermal synthesis was the method used to prepare
micro and nanoparticles of VO2. Monoclinic VO2 is a material with a
metal to semiconductor transition phase at 68 °C (that can be reduced to
room temperature by doping the material) that can be potentially used
to coat windows in buildings to maintain a comfortable temperature in-
side without the excessive use of air conditioning and heating, hence
reducing CO2 emissions.

For the sol-gel/spin coating samples, vanadium(V) oxytriiso-
propoxide (VO(OC3H7)3) was the precursor used. Thermochromic
yellow transparent thin films of approximately 120 nm of thickness and
a solar modulation response of ≈ 4-6 % were obtained after annealing
them in a controlled atmosphere of nitrogen for 4 hours at 550 °C. On
the other hand, monoclinic VO2 dark and non uniform films were ob-
tained via AACVD method using vanadyl acetylacetonate (VO(acac)2)
as a precursor, at temperatures between 540 to 560 °C, using nitrogen
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as carrier gas.

Nanoparticles of a recently reported phase of vanadium dioxide
(VO2(D)) were prepared in this work using vanadium(V) oxide (V2O5)
as a precursor via hydrothermal synthesis technique for the first time.
pH of the initial solution needs to be fixed between 6.60 to 6.90 in order
to obtain the desired phase. pH of the solution was altered using sodium
hydroxide (NaOH).

The as-prepared nanoparticle morphology exhibit round/oval
shapes with a diameter of 20-30 nanometers. The VO2(D) nanopar-
ticles do not have thermochromic properties between 0 to 300 °C,
nevertheless, they do show an irreversible phase transition at ≈ 165 °C,
from VO2(D) to thermochromic VO2(M). This is the lowest transition
temperature reported to obtain monoclinic VO2.

The nanoparticles of VO2(M) obtained via VO2(D) calcination at
low temperature (180 °C for 2 hours) present thermochromic behavior
with a switching temperature of 59 °C, lower than reported in the liter-
ature for bulk VO2. Morphology of the nanoparticles after calcination
is round/oval and the size is 20-30 nanometers.

Microparticles of the recently reported VO2(D) phase with differ-
ent morphologies were prepared in this work via hydrothermal synthesis
using ammonium metavanadate (NH4VO3) as a precursor. VO2(D) mi-
croparticles (1 to 5 µm) were obtained by changing the pH of the initial
solution by adding NaOH. The obtained morphologies were: star/flower
shape, circular fused plates shape, full spheres looking like a rubber ball
shape, cross shaped and homogeneous round balls shape for pH 0.65,
0.98, 1.05, 1.52 and 3.51 respectively. Due to the different shape ob-
tained with the same VO2 phase, the particles could be used for different
applications (to be investigated in the future).

Monoclinic VO2 microparticles with different morphologies and
sizes from 1 to 5 µm were obtained after calcination of VO2(D) mi-
croparticles under a controlled nitrogen atmosphere for 2 hours at 350
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°C with a switching temperature at 61 °C.

Microparticles and nanoparticles of the VO2(D) phase were in-
tended to be doped using tungsten (tungsten(IV) chloride and tung-
sten(VI) ethoxide), in order to reduce the transition temperature closer
to room temperature, however, the obtained samples were not doped but
tungsten-vanadium composite. It is possible to recognize by XRD the
relevant peaks of tungsten oxide. Moreover, tungsten oxide tubes are
observed by transmission electron microscopy imaging of the samples.
The tungsten was not successfully incorporated into the lattice.

VO2(M) thermochromic nanoparticles obtained via calcination of
the the as prepared VO2(D) nanoparticles were incorporated into a poly-
meric matrix of polyvinylpyrrolidone and spin coated into a glass sub-
strate in order to obtain thermochromic thin films. The obtained film
present a yellow/brown transparent colour with a solar modulation of
1.7-2.3 %.

The VO2(D) phase was studied and a typical Raman spectrum for
this phase was presented for the first time in this work showing Raman
bands at 241±1, 381±1 and 713±1 cm−1. Crystal structure of VO2(D)
suggested in the literature was questioned in this work, as the proposed
pattern does not match the actual VO2(D) pattern. An XRD pattern
is proposed to be a more accurate pattern for the VO2(D) phase. The
proposed pattern is a manipulated and refined reduced form of LaNiO3

perovskite with an orthorhombic crystal structure.

6.2 Future work
Taking into account the results obtained and presented in this work it is
possible to list some considerations for future work:

• Prepare thin films via AACVD on different metal substrates like
aluminium or silver, instead of glass. This could result in semi-
conductive films that can be used for other purposes apart from
architectural applications, like semiconductors.
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• Prepare nanoparticles and microparticles of the new phase,
VO2(D) using different precursors, and study if the transition tem-
perature from VO2(D) to VO2(M) phase, particle size and reaction
times varies considerably using different precursors.

• Dope the nanoparticles and microparticles of VO2(D) using tung-
sten precursors in order to reduce the transition temperature from
monoclinic to rutile phase, once the VO2(D) was transformed into
thermochormic VO2.

• Dope the nano and microparticles of VO2(D) using magnesium
precursors in order to improve the light transmission in the visible
range of the final thermochromic VO2 particles.

• Grow a single crystal of VO2(D) to facilitate the proper phase iden-
tification of the VO2(D) phase.

• Improve the thermochromic behavior of the thin films prepared us-
ing VO2(M) nanopaticles obtained via mild calcination of VO2(D)
nanoparticles.



Appendix A

List of samples prepared via
spin coating and AACVD

Figure A.1: List of samples prepared via spin coating
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Figure A.2: List of samples prepared via spin coating
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Figure A.3: List of samples prepared via spin coating
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Figure A.4: List of samples prepared via spin coating and AACVD
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Figure A.5: List of samples prepared via spin coating and dip coating
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Simulated XRD pattern of all
vanadium Magneli phases and
polymorphs
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Figure B.1: Simulated XRD pattern of: VO2(M), VO2(R) and XRD pattern of
the as-prepared VO2(D) via hydrothermal synthesis in this work
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Figure C.1: LaNiO2 refinement parameters using vanadium ions



Appendix D

VO2(D) structural and
crystallographic parameters
suggested by Liang Liu et al.
[44]
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Figure D.1: VO2(D) structural and crystallographic parameters suggested by
Liang Liu et al. [44]
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